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NEW MEXICO STA r
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SUBSCRIPTION $1.50

SUPREME COURT

RE-

VERSES DECISION IN

INTERESTING COUNTY STA.
area' 1920, 30,000 acres; assessed
valuation 1919, $4,732,494, and
TISTICS FROM "NEW MEXICO"
PAMPHLET OF SAXTA FE BY. mean annual, temperature about 60
degrees.
San Juan County is located on the
counties in northwest border; area, 5,476 square
There are thirty-on- e
New Mexico, two new counties being miles; popultion 1920, 8,333; altiadded by the session of the Fifth tude, 4,500 to 8,000 feet; cultivated
Legislature in 1921. The statistics' area 1920, 40,000 acres; assessed
here given apply to the old counties. valuatllon 1919, $4,732,494, and
Bernalillo County ia located in the mean annual temperature about 52
central part of the State in the Rio degrees.
San Miguel County is located In
Grande Valley; area, 1,214 square
miles; population 1920, 29,855; al- -' the northeast part of the State; area,
cul- 4,894 square miles; population 1920,
titude from 4,500 to 8,000 feet;
tivated area, 30,000 acres; asessed 22,867; altitude, 4,500 to 13,000
and
valuation 1919, $21,674,304,
feet; cultivated area 1920, 53,000
mean annual temperature, 55.7 de- acres ; assessed valuation 1919,
mean annual temperature
grees.
Chavez County is located In the from 50 to 56 degrees.
southeast part of the Slate in the
Santa Fe County Is located In the
Pecos Valley on the Santa Fe; area, north central part of the State; area,
S.042 square miles; population 1920,1 1,973 square miles; population 1920,
12.075; altitude, 3,500 to 6,000 feet; 15,030; altitude, 5,500 to 12,600
cultivated area in 1920, 65,000 acres feet; cultivated area 1920, 35,000
assessed valuation 1919, $19,794,-135- , acres; assessed valuation 1919,
and mean annual temperaand mean annual temperature,
30 degrees.
ture about 48 degrees.
Colfax County is located on the
Sierra County is located in the
northeast border; area. 3,798 square south central part of the State on
miles; population 1920 21,550; al- - the Rio Grande; area, 2,118 square
titude .5, 500 to 13,000 feet; culti mile; population 1920, 4,619; altivated area 1920, 90,000 acres; as- tude, 4,000 to 10,000 feet; cutivat-e- d
sessed valuation 1919, $30,247,622,
area 1920, 8,000 acres; assessed
and
and mean annual temperature about valuation 1919, $6,130,734,
30 degrees.
mean anual temperature about 58
'Curry County is located on the degrees.
eastern border; area, 1,406 square! Socorro County is located in the
miles; population 1920, 11,236; al- west central part of the State; area,
titude, 4,100 to 5,000 feet; cultivat- - 15,070 square miles; population
ed area 1920, 160,000 acres; assessed 1920, 14,061; altitude, 5,000 to
and
valuation
0
1919, $11,015,935,
feet; cultivated area 1920,
mean annual temperature about 57
acres; assessed valuation 1919,
temmean
annual
degrees.
$19,024,282, and
De Baca County Is located in the perature about 56 degrees.
east central part of the State on the
Taos County is located on the
Pecos River; area, 2,400 square northern border; area. 2,252 square
alti-1
miles; population 1920, 3,196;
miles; population 1920, 12,773; altude, 4,800 to 5,300 feet; cultivated titude 6,000 to 13,000 feet; cultivaluaassessed
vated area 1920, 53,000 acres; as.
area, 10,000 acres;
tion, $6,342,012; mean annual tem- sessed valuation 1919, $5,809,141;
57
degrees.
and mean annual temperature about
perature,
Dona Ana County is located on the 4$ degrees.
southern border on the Rio Grande;
Torrance County is located In the
area, 3,821 square miles; population'- central part of the State; area, 3,,
1920, 16,548; altitude in the val- 369 square miles; population in 1926
ley, 4,000 to 5,000 feet; cultivated' 9,731; altitude, 5,800 to 12,000 feet;'
area 1920, 50,000 acres; assessed cultivated area 1920, 70,000 acres;
valuation 1919, $18,118,939, and assessed valuation 1919. $ 10,2 ".2. 806,
mean annual temperature about and mean annual temperature about
60 degrees.
50 degrees.
Union County is located on the
Eddy County is located in the
southeastern part of the state in the northeast border; area. 5,370 square
Pecos Valley; area 4,245 square miles; population 1920, 16,680; almiles; population 1920, 9,116; al- titude, 5,000 to 8,000 feet; cultivattitude, 3,000 to 4,000 feet in the val. ed area 1920, 235,000 acres; assessley; cultivated area in 1920, 50,000 ed valuation 1919, $17,770,686, and
acres; assessed valuation in 1919,; mean annual temperature about 57
$10,428,495, and mean annual
degrees.
Valencia County Is located on the
perature about 63 degrees.
Grant County is located in the western border; area. 6,659 square
southwestern part of the State; area, miles; population 1920, 13,795; al3,981 square miles; population 1920,! titude, 5,000 to 10,000 feet; culti21,939; altitude, 4,000 to 10,000! vated area 1920, 30,000 acres; asvaluation 1919, $16,813,121,
feet; cultivated area 1920, 15,000;
- sessed
acres; assessed valuation 1919, $42,and mean annual temperature about
tern-- ,
mean
annual
and
55 degrees.
751,154,
New Counties The Legislature
perature about 68 degrees.
the
in
located
is
County
Gtadalupe
established two new counties in 1921,
east central part of the State on the Catron and Harding. Catron County
Pecos River; area, 3,031 square, lies on the west central border, bemiles; population 1920, 8,015; alti-- ; ing created out of the western half
tude, 4,000 to 6,000 feet; cultivated of Socorro County. The county teat
area 1920, 10,000 acres; assessed is Reserve. The estimated area Is
valuation 1919, $10,221,921, and; about 7,500 square miles. Harding
mean annual temperature about 57 County, in the northeast central
degrees.
part, was created out of eastern Mora
Hidalgo County is located on the County
and southwestern Union
southwestern border; area, 3,447
Mosquero Is the county
County.
4.niiifn miles: nooulation 1920,
seat. The estimated area is about
2.000
$38; cultivated area 1920,
2,500 tquare milet.
It is a new county formed
acres.
1919.
in
out of Grant County
GRADUATE NURSES OKGAX.
Lea County It located on the southIZE A STATE ASSOCIATIOX
$78
4,
square
area.
eastern border;
AXD
ELECT OFFICERS
alti3.54S;
1920,
miles; population
cultivated
4,000
feet;
about
tude,
A State Graduate Nurses' Associaarea In 120, 10,000 acres: assessed tion of
New Mexico was organised in
and
$6,943,588,
valuation
of nurses held at the Presmean annual temperatura about 0 a meeting Sanatorium
In Albuquerque
byterian
degrees.
were
Lincoln County Is located in tna last week. Over forty nursesnurses
several
r tha State: area present. Including
.1. ...... ,.1 r..r
Bute.
4 77 square milet; population 1920, from other parts of the
10,000 feet; The following officers were elected:
TJ23; altitude, 4,500 to10.000
McMena-miTeresa
Miss
acres;
President,
cultivated area 120,
Mrs. Blanch A.
1st
$9,874,114,
assessed valuation
Miss
2nd
and mean annual temperature- about Montgomery;
Catherine Taylor; Secretary, Miss
degrees.
Luna County is located on the Bertha C. Rowe: Treasurer, Sister
Frances de Cbantal.
southern border; area. MJ tquare
alA large membership over the state
miles; population 120, 12.170;
Is desired; all nurses Interested will
titude, $.800 to 6,000 feet; cultivatMiss
ed area, 7,000 acres; assessed valua- please apply to the Secretary,
and mean Bertha C. Rowe, 703 West 8ilver
tion
$1M,J&1. $0
Mexico.
New
degrees. Avenue, Albuquerque,
annual temperature about
to hold the first anMcKinley County Is located on the It was decided next
nual meeting
rn
spring In Albuborder; area, 1,60$ square
of
alquerque, coincident with the time
miles; population 120, 11.731;cultithe annual meetings of State Health
titude, (.000 to 10.000 feet;
Officers and Public Health Nurses.
vated area 120, 14.000 acres:
$10,827.40$.
valuation
LESS
and mean annual temperature about NEW MEXICO PAYS
S
FOR
IHAX
$0 degrees.
ITS HIGHWAY WORK
Mora County is located in the
northeast part of the State; area,
Hereafter the state of New Mex2.471 square miles; population 120.
.42 per
altitude, .000 to 12.000- ico will have to pay only
13,li;
the Federal government
tmf eultlvated area In 120. 145,- cent and 61.508
will pay
per cent of the cost
00 acres; assessed valuation
$11. 491. 570. and meaa annual tem- - of Federal Aid Highway work In this
state.
degrees.
perature about
These figures were officially re
Otero county is located on the
square! ported to State Highway Engineer
southern border; area
altl-l Ulllett this week from Washington.
miles; population 120, 7,02;
1
This Is a great benefit to the taxtude, 4.00 te 14.000 feet; cultivat-assessed!
21.000 acres;
payers of the state. Mr. Gillett deed area
$11,100.82$. and serves great credit for this advanvaluation
a year
meaa annaal temperature about
tage of half a million dollars
for New Mexico, as he. was one of
degrees.
Quay County is located on the the very first mea In the country
to go to Washington and personally
eastern border; area. 2.05 square
10.444; al- advocate that the government should
miles; population
to S.OOe feet: cultivat- pay for the eonstructlon of highways
titude.
121.00 acres; assess- ia the west in proportion to the
ed area
$11.12, 772. and amount of land held by the governed valaatioa
meaa aaaaal temperature about $1 ment lu each state.
degrees.
Rio Arriba County is located on DELEGATES TO THE
LEAGUE OF SOUTHWEST
the norther border; area. 5.171
CONVENTION APPOINTED
sqaare miles; population 120. 1.-65-

DEPARTHIGH SCHOOL LOOSES
KDI'CATIOXAL
LAST GAME OK SEASON' TO
MENT TEMPEST IX TKA
THE SANTA FE INDIANS
POT ABOUT SUBSIDED

FOR

'

FREE SPEECH CASE
ACT WHICH SOUGHT TO CURB
UTTERREVOLUTIONARY
GOVERN-MENANCES AGAINST
DECLARED

T

'

GOOD' ROADS
WILL BE EXPENDED BY DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
IN CONJUNCTION
WITH THE STATE HIGH-WACOMMISSION

7;

j

'

(By Guthrie Smith)
An important derision, involving; the
right of free speech in New Mexico,
has just been decided by the New
Mexico supreme court, in an opinion
by Justice Parker, Chief Justice
concurring. Justice Davis did
not participate.
The case is the state of New Mexico, appellee, versus Jack Diamond, apDiampellant, from Colfax county.
ond was convicted in the district court,
under an indictment which charged
in substance that he had "unlawfully
and feloniously attempted to incite
revolution and opposition to the organized government of the United
State and the state of New Mexico,
by 'soliciting members for the Industrial Workers of the World, an organization which has for its purpose
and aim the destruction of organized government,
federal, state aiul
municipal."
The supreme court reverses the
judgment of the district court, remanding the case with directions to
the district court to dismiss the cause
The
and discharge the defendant.
act under which the indictment was
returned, chapter 140. laws of 1919,
as
is hclil
to be unconstitutional,
violative of the right of free speech
17.
of article
guaranteed by sections
II of, the state constitution."
of
the important act held
The text
to be unconstitutional fallows:
'Section 1. That it shall be unlawful for any person or persons, firm
or corporation, to commit or perform or cause to permit or to be performed any act of whatsoever kind
which has for its purpose or aim the
destruction of organized government,
federal, state or municipal, or to do or
to cause to be done any act which
is antagonistic to or in opposition to
such organized government, or incite
or attempt to incite revolution or opposition to such organized government.
"Any person violating any of the
provisions of this act shall be deemed
guilty of a felony and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a
,'ine of not less than two hundred
'cjollars nor more than one thousand
dollars, or by imprisonment in the
ate penitentiary for not less than one
nor more than ten years, or by both
in the
.ich fine and imprisonment,
discretion of the court.
"Section 2. It shall be unlawful for
r.ny person or persons, firm or corporation to advocate or teach, or cause
to be advocated or taught, in any manner whatsoever, the doing or performance of any of the acts prohibited
by section 1 hereof."
Reasons for holding the act unconstitutional are:
"The word 'revolution,' as used in
he act, held to include all forms of
revolution, accomplished by peaceful
means or otherwise, and not to be
limited to revolution by force of
Ray-nol-

Arms.

"The act uses words of no determinative meaning, and the language
ii to general and indefinite at to
embrace not only actt properly and
legally punishable, but also others
which cannot be punished, and it is
for this reason void for uncertainty.
"Where an act creating a crime
it found to be unconstitutional, the
Ruction may be raised for the first
j.me on appeal."
The record of the trial in the district court shows that Diamond was
the
charged with the ttatement that men
'hooting of the American Legion
was a good thing, and
it Centralia
another that the I'nited States flag
was bolshcvism. He denied he had
such statements.
The supreme court hat granted a
:.cw trial to Jerome Clevenger,
of rape in the district court in
Sin Miguel county, and sentenced to
lerve five to teven years in tha penitentiary. The opinion is by District
Judge Brat ton, of Clovis, Chief Justice Kaynolds concurring, justice Davis did not participate.
Clevenger was convicted recently,
jftcr sensational charges that he had
been guilty of the alleged offense upon Daisey Agnet Madole. He was a
railroad man, and hit fellow worke't
demanded that he be relieved from
:hr service, which demand was complied with.
in reversing the judgment of the
district court, and remanding the cause
or new trwl, the supreme court
con-tid-

0

ed

Washington, November 30 What
the Republican Congress is doing for
the building of good roads is explained by Representative
Rohsion, of
Kentucky, in charge of the conference report of the two houses on a
measure providing for them. He
says :
"The House passed a bill authorizing $1(10.000.0(10 for roads for the present fiscal year. The amendment offered in the Senate to our House bill
provides an appropriation of $75,000,-00- 0
for the States and $5,000,000 to
aid the roads and trails in the national forests. This appropriation is
for the remainder of the present fiscal year. Of this $80,(W,0H0, $.10,000,-00is available upon the passage of
this bill and the other $50,000,000 is
available Tamiary I, 1022.
"The bill provides that this law
shall be administered
by the Department of Agriculture, through its
Bureau of Public Roads, and not a
commission: that the initiative in locating roads to receive Federal aid shall
remain in the States, subject to the
approval of the Secretary of Agriculture: that the State shall be the
unit in dealing with the Federal Government in matching Federal .''id:
that the State shall maintain and
keep in repair the roads constructed
with Federal aid. This bill provides
for a system of interstate and
roads. If the provisions of
the bill are carried out. when the system is completed it will bring n good
road a good pike road within 2
miles of at least 85 per rent of the
people of the I'nited States; that is,
R5 per cent of the people of the United States will not be more than 2
miles from a good pike road. and. of
course, many of them will be on a
This will bring a
good pike road.
pood pike road to every county seat
in America.
"President Harding, in his message
to Congress, stated that Federal aid
for good roads had perhaps become
the settled policy of the people of
the United States, never
but he insisted that the Federal aid road law should be so amended or changed as to provide a connected system of highways in this
country. This bill provides for a cony
nected system of interstate and
highways. The President also
urged that provision in the law should
be made to insure the maintenance
and upkeep of these roads when once
This bill provides that
constructed.
the State must keep these roads in
good repair at all times throughout
the year when once built with FedIt means that when we
eral aid.
once get a good road we will always
have a good road.
'This bill as embodied in the conference report has the approval of
the
the Federal, road department,
road departments of practically evAmerithe
ery State in the Union,
can Federation of Farm Bureaus, other farm organizations, and thousands
of commercial bodies and automobile
associations. The unemployment conference appointed by President Harding has been urging the passage of
this bill. No measure before Congress has met with more hearty approval and indorsement from the American people. It will put on foot
road construction and other businejs
operations that will furnish employmilment to something like
lion of men, and there will be spent
for road construction, perhaps, a quarter of a billion dollars before June
30. 1922.
This bill brings relief in a
substantial way to those Western
States having large areas of unappropriated public land. It provides
five millions this year and ten millions for the next year to build roads
and trails through our national forest reservations in all of the States
having such reservation and in Alaska and Porto Rico. The Government owns more than 1.50.000.000 acres
land."
of

5,

'

0

10,-0-

10,-00-

inter-count- y

j

d,

inter-count-

11,

n;

11.

-

tt

one-ha-

11,

we-te-

ed

11.

11,

f.8

j
,

holds:
"I. A witness may be interrogated
concerning
jpon
specific actt of moral misconduct, and
I,ee
wrongdoing, to affect the credibility
of such witnett and the weight to be
11.
given to his or her testimony, but extrinsic or independent evidence regarding such matters it not admissible.
'X Evidence reviewed, and held
.hat the prosecutrix it not corroborated at it required in a case of this
altitude. (.50 to 12.t00 feet;
45.08 acres,"
character, and therefore, there it not cultivated area
sufficient evidence to sustain the ver- assessed valaatioa
$7,517,411.
dict.
and meaa aanaal temperature aboat
"J. In a rase of this kind, it it
degrees.
error to refnfce a proper tendered
Roosevelt County is located oa the
inttractioa of a cautionary charac- eastern border: area 2.47 sqaare
ter advising the jury of the natare miles; aopalatkm
6.548; altiof the case, the case with which aa tade,
to 4.50 feet; cultivated
be
kind
lodg- area
accaaatioa of this
may
1(2. 66.M acres: assessed
and
ed and the difficulty of defending valaatioa
and
the
the
necessity meaa aaaaal tempers tare boat (T
tame,
against
and extent of resistance required of degrees.
the prosecutrix, at well at the force
Ssndorat Couaty is located ia the
ated to Overcome the tame, where north central part of the State oa
no proper instruct m covering the the Rio Graade: area. 871 square
altisubject it contained in the court's miles: population 126.
te 1MM feet: cultivated
general mttraction."
tade, .

12.

12.

1:

12.
11.

.

12.
11. 8.ll.4.

.$;

j
,

The hearing which the State Board
of Education had set for today to
hear J. H. Wagner and examine his
vouchers for expenditures during his
term of office as state superintendent, has been postponed for a short
time.
Mr. Wagner Is ready for the hearing and prepared to show where and
how every dollar which came into
his hands during his two terms was
spent. We understand the only item
now in dispute is one for a small
amount paid for interest by Mr. Wag
ner at a time when there was no
money In his contingent fund and he
went out and borrowed enough personally to carry on the buslnes until
He charged
taxes were collected.
this interest to the state, and as he
was of course not authorized to borrow money for the state, he will
probably have to pay this money
personally.
Mrs. Ruth Miller is also ready to
make her settlement with the state
and as soon as her accounts are audited and allowed, will present her
resignation as vocational director.
The work heretofore directed by
State Sueprlntendent Conway thru
three assistants, one for domestic
science, one for vocational education
and one for trades and industries.
This plan is followed by some other
Btates. Half of the funds for these
branches are furnished by the Federal government.
TAX COLLECTIONS
FOR NOVEMBER ARE
DISTRESSINGLY LOW
November tax collections r nutted to
State Treasurer Strong amounted to
only $2.1.471.50, one of the smallest
month's collections on record. This
amount has been distributed among
the several funds and state institutions by Deputy Treasurer Margaret
Strong.
Of this total amount. $o.70o04 goes
into the state road- - fund, $2.2.15.4.1 into
the current school fund.
as follows:
Other funds are credii-iWar certificate. $447 ': Miscellaneous, $.14.1.10; Salaries. $.1.1.1') 7K; Charitable institutions, $.iol 4o : Vocational
education, $24') 74: Legislative
animal and
$2S2..Vi:
rodi-ncontrol, $2."2..!o Mounted polic,
and sinking. $1.14X12:
$64 72;
Capitol contingent expense, $1.17 7tf.
The several institutions are credited
as follows: University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, $050 OR;
college, I.as Unices, $1,22.156: School
of Mines. Socorro. $14oQ.t: Military
institute, Roswell, $564 72; Nnrcal University. Fast l.as Vegas, $o2!06; Virtual college. Silver City. $s42 1:
normal, El Rito. $126.Qi(;
Deaf and Dumb school, Santa Fe,
Wind
school. Alamngordo,
$24R56:
$.104 8'); Miners' hospital, Raton. $H4
7.1
Insane asylum. Fast I.as Vegas,
Reform School. Springer,
$0:9QH;
$(.) 46; Museum of N'cvv Mexico, Santa Fe. $201 28: Girls' welfare hoard,
$"0.17: Historical society, $1000: Department of public welfare. $214 78.
Int.-res-

:

THUMBNAIL SUMMARY
OF BUSINESS DONE BY
POSTAL DEPARTMENT

Four arrests were made during the
of the Federal
week for violation
Prohibition Lawt In the Capital City.
all
The accused were
put under bond
fdY appearance before U. 8. Commia-alonArcher, for a preliminary
hearing on December lth. The afThe firat was Jim Lopet.
fidavit filed againrt him charged that
he had sold one bottle of whisky to
a prohibition agent for the aum of
ell "numeroua
and did also
it
drinks'' of Intoxicating whisky at
warrant
wai aerved
St rents." The

Washington, Nov. 15 Interesting
facts and figures on the volume of
business done by the United States
postal service are contained in a resume of its activities recently compiled bv Postmaster General Hays.
With its 300,001) employees, the postal establishment handles 1,700.000 letters an hour, and sells H.OnO.OOO.OOO
t
stamps annually, in addition
to V.OOO.OOO stamped envelopes daily.
It satisfies debts of $1300,000 annually through the sale of 15.(10.000
money orders, and handles 2,500,000,-00parcels post
parcels through
jbranchrs. The dead letter office finds
annually $55,000 in unclaimed letters,
and handle lu.O,0ll0 letters undelivered.
two-ren-

0

JOHX ERVIEX REPORTED
SHOT AXD KILLED AT
GALLUP THIS MORNING

CONGRESS IS URGED
BY C.

W. HOICK

'

IN SESSION ONLY

FEW

A

MONTHS
AND
SOLVING
PROBLEMS OF DOING

WITH EFFECTS
WILSON

0

OF

REGIME

,

quarter.

The second quarter, marked by
furious line plunges by Leedo, Indian fullback, when he found a hole
in the high school, tough line and
went over for the Indians first touch
down. The Indians failed to kick
goal and the half ended with the
high school having the better end
by the score
In the last half the Indians sought
revenge and begun a series .if trick
plays, end runs, and line plunges.
The high school fought hard but was
forced back by their heavier oppon- enls.
The game then went in the Indians favor, a series of touch downs
were made and . when the final
whistle blew, the Indians were the
victors by the score of 27-The game was well attended by
towns people, while the team was
well supported by high school students, who showed their spirit in enthusiastic yells.
Menuiil Game
re ihkii ocnoui mei
ine
the Menaul School from Albiiquer-- ;
on Friday, November 11th in one
of the fastest games of the season.
It was a clean
game,
teams displaying the results of
hard practice and good coaching.
Santa Ke both In
weight and ability to play, though
it was hy no means a walk-off- .
Sena
for Santa Ke, making the
only touchdown scored by Santa Ke.
was made by Sena Intercepting a
forward pass and running 6") yards
A lot of credit
for a touchdown.
In
he given Scarborough
the path for Sena to make
ll! brilliant run . Sena and Stevens
were especially good at making gains
while Scarborough, Uoyd and Ramon
Aa a
some excellent tackling.
result of the game being on a holl- day, a large crowd attended, both
and

3(1.
I'nwar.
the Harding Ad- and an,!
joIlal 'CommiUee
wered by Representative Carl W.
of
one
of the ReRiddiek,
Montana,
publican leaders of the House. In
a statement he says:
"Stunned by the severity of Its
defeat crushed hy the consciousness

Nov.

Washington,

ranted criticism

of

'i,

of the chaos following In the wake
of eight years of government con.
.........
...
' tht, n.,rwx..Qtw, '
, KilH1. hns ,,
'I
iatic campaign of criticism of the Readministration. directed
publican
particularly at the work of Congress.
"The American public will not tak
this criticism seriously.
It bears
too plainly the earmarks of mens
The public
partisan
will not forget that when the Re.
publican administration assumed control nine short months ago, it faced
staggering problems following in tha
wake of the world war. Added to
these perplexing questions was tha
e
inheritance of eight years of
s(m s experiments In his 'new free,
dom.' which brought a breakdown
j
i,llr transportation system, a
predion and lacing of failure of our
basic agriculture and live stock
dustries, an inflatation of costs and
prices of all the nwesslties of life,
d
and an unpivcedent riot of
fulness and extravagance as a fixed
habit in public and private trans-I- t
nctions.
"Only a few months have lapsed
Kin,.H president Harding was inaug-shouurated and called Congress In
jai session to restore peace uud beto undo the accumulated wroug
gtl
ot
years. I'eace has been da- glared and foreign trade restablish-di- d
Disabled veterans of the war
have been generously provided for.
Great strides have been made In
establishing agriculture and live- stock ralsiug, by protection
from
ruinous foreign competition, and by
STATE COXTF.STS HELD
new
AT
lines of credit and
providing
AI.ni'Vl'EKQl'E;
DKMING GKT9 FIRST avenues of foreign markets. A bud- get plan hag ben evolved, and Is
The State Declamatory and Ora- - actually 1n operation marking a long
torieaL contests held in Albuquerque slep toward tha end of government
Definite
November 23rd, proved to be a fltt. waste and extravagance.
lng climax to the State Teacher's steps have been taken to put tha
railroads back on their feet, so they
Convention.
There were five contestants in the may he abl. to furnish employment
Oratorical contest which was held to thousands now out of work, may
In the Methodist church adjoining render efficient service, and reduca
Albu-- ', rates, effecting
a reduction In tha
the high school buildings.
querque won fitst place, their repre-- ; cost of living, and a stimulus to
sentative being the only boy con- - business. Labor Is protected by
Santa Fe tied wtih Spring- - ping the threatened influx of lmnii-e- r
on thought and composition; de- - grants from the devastated sections
livery was also practically a tie, of the old world. Work for thous
Springer being awarded second place, lands of the unemployed is provided
Although wa did not bring home In the road bill Just ready for its
The House of Rep.
a medal. Santa Fe has every reason final passage.
to feel proud of its representation resentatives, after weeks of contln.
Uou night and day work by many'
by Katharine Van Stone.
The declamatory contest held In the of its members, has passed both
Albuquerque High School building revenue and a tariff bill that to,
had nine declalmers representing the get her will meet our unusual
schools: Raton. Denting, dal needs, and at the same time
Santa Fa, Las Vegas, shackle business and manufactur.
Roswell, Dexter, Springer and Gaining, and provide employment for
These two latter
creased millions.
Denting was awarded the medal measures are now before the Senate,
for the first place. Las Vegas for Both measures offer new problems
second and Gallup won third place. 'more complicated and more bewlld- Laughter and tears shared alike erlng than any that have been Tha
the entire entertainment fore Congress this generation.
and as each contestant had finished, war costs have necessitated increased
the task of making the decision be- - tax burdens that must be equitably
cal-ncame a harder one. Santa Fe did distributed In a manner least
retura
bring home honors, but never- - culated to prevent an early
The tariff, too. pre.
the-lewe are very proud of our of prosperity.
sents new problems arising from .tha
declalmer. Carolyn Asplund.
We are hoping that more students war. that require unusual thought
mill tnr out for the anrfng contets, ana aeiiDerawon.
"There is more danger of too
and we feel sure that we will reap
great haste In writing these Impor-ot
our reward then
tant legislative acts than there is
too careful consideration. Both will
THE SOUTHERN- PACIFIC
be on the statute books within a few
REPORTS Xl MltER HOIWM
weeks. In view of the immensity or
TRAIN'S
ITS
OFF
PIT
the results that will follow the pas- "
In the month of October. 20.S34
"J ofJ"the. ?.UJ'
I. w,
Tb
desirable person, were put off the bm.ad- to
or blight to
blessing
bring
nern
trains or premise. 01 me
u lg a time for confi- nation
Pacific Company .according to 1
for a peaceH.m,
"
"
port. made public hy J. H. Dyer,
Ptrlotlsm. that will spur every rlti.
,ager of ,h.
; ,0 help, rather than hinder, ia
report w
conducive work befor.
nell.
ed that the total number of persons
put off the Company's property from
Jsnuary 1. 121 to October II. was NORTH END WATER
The October figure, were
PLANT INCORPORATED
divided by states a. follows'
:
11.
California
The Vorth r.nd Water ronipanv.
4.s:
Aritona
with principal office in Albuquerque,
2.U
Oregon
ha. been incrnorated for J;t.'l. of
I I:
Nevada
The pi:r
New Mexico
Til which of$.!.the i subscribed
company will be to opPm121
Utah
erate a nublir water plant and sy
tcm. The incorporators, all of Alba-Th-r
2 (14
together w.,h amoum of the-the hobo problem is a wJq.M rq,,e.
are as follows:
k
lou. one for both the railroads and .to. Mihssnptions.
Matutorv agent. 92..
, T,hxton.
the pubUc was pointed out by Dyer
, Th,Mon.
W D.
?1 : John
Carr. $100: Scott Andcr-othat California is the Mecca for these F. Sinmis. $l'l
persons, and this means that the an.
employment problem for this
TURNED INTO
will be made worse by the presence $1V
STATE TREASURER
ia this state of such a large number
prospects for j
of people who have
employment and many of whom have
Receipts of the Mate corporation
n.rramn-wi- i
for the fiscal sear "kh
aa prospects for employment
!end-Nov. VI. were ? V.175 .Id This
bo Intention of working.
amount exceeded bv SS4 ) the totnl
DISSOLVES
LOAN COMPANY
,hr receipts for the previous year.
The Drovers Finance corporation, of j The total exnense of maintarnina ard
Carlsbad, has filed notice of disohj- - j operating the commission, including
tHe
lion of the corporation. The corpora-- i salaries, was $10.17510 les
n
This. nm of
of
tion was chartered on Ort 21.
state
the
which. 375 M has gone into
authorised capital of
was ful'y subscribed. The statutory to help reduce the state's h. c. I. "t
J ether departments.
agent was W. J. Lamb.
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Reports reached Howell Ervlen
this morning that his brother John
had been shot and killed at or near
Gallup some time last night or this
morning.
No particulars have reached the
city other than that It is said he
was shot by a colored man who was

SPECIAL MEETING OF
STATE BOARD
IS POSTPONED

The special meeting of the state
board of education will not Ve held
today and tomorrow, it is announced
at the office of John V. Conway, state
superintendent of public instruction.
e
This meeting was railed for the
of considering a dieet made by
John Joerns, state educational auditor,
with recommendations by Harry S
upon
general.
Bowman, attorney
charges of trrcgularities and extraRom
Mate
M.
the
L.
in
Marshal
8.
U.
expenditures
vagance
by Deputy
mero and charged violation of Sec- department of education, as filed by
tion 1 and , Title 2. National Pro- A. G. Whittter. state traveling auditor. Reason for the nostponment is
hibition Act.
Bow man b
Ramoa Lopet aim was arrested. that neither Jorm-no- r
; P. iwi
Ir of F.ast Las Vegas.
sechad time to make his investigation
charged with violating
heads the delegation appointed by He was
1
The affidavit stated and report.
and
Gov. Mechem to represent New Mex- tions
ico at the convention of the league that he had offered for sale and did
officer one bot- TWO CORPORATIONS
of the Southwest, which will Se held ell to a prohibition
IN LAS CRUCES ARE
st Riverside. California, on Dec. S. tle of whisky for ft and drinks for
SUSPENDING BUSINESS
9 and 10. The other delegations are: 2S rents each.
The third arrest, also oa Informao
Charles A. liar. Santa re: tot.
RiTwo corporations with principal ofE. Brcrce. Sidney M. Weil. Albu- tions filed, was that of Adelaido
and having the
Ar-- . vera, the information charging that fice in I as Craces,
Brnmeton.
F.
George
querque;
r- he sold one pint of whirky for IMS same office, have notified the state
.
ire ; n
' r -- n . :
of asroioti
commission
corporation
to a prohibition officer.
Nordhaus,
.muqnTqiie
The fourth arrest was oa informa- of business. They are the MesiHa
Santa Fe: Dr. David R. Boyd.
Pnliln f.iMH ssvnriatiofl and
By special request of tions filed hy prohibitloa officers. V.tlv
Albuquerque.
the VfeilU Valley Fruit association
the Kiwanis clan ot uaiiup. tne ttt- - whea Jaaa uoataies was cnargea
tha prohibitloa laws S. S. Hookland rs prele-n- t and l
mar a"drd Judge Reed Holloman, of,I withtheviolating
E. Locke, secretary.
sale of whisky.
by
Santa Fe, to the delegation.
er

pnr-pos-
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The football season closed Thanksgiving day when the Indians won in
a hotly contested game from the
high school.
The Indians kicked off to H. S.
011 20 yard line, and the ball was
run back to the middle of the field,
From then on it was anybody's
game until at last the high school.
due to game plunging of Sena, and
the connecting with passes of Scarwithin a few
borough advanced
yards of line, and Sena was sent
over for a touch down. The goal
kicked by Stevens was successful,
in favor of the
making the score
High School, at the end of the first

CONFIDENCE IN

stop-testin- g.

arrested.
John Ervien was the oldest son
of the late Robert P. Ervien for
ten years preceding his death the
State Land Commissioner.
has lived in the cast- . - John,.--Ervien
rtt VeKinBev cnuntv for
FOUR ARRESTS FOR
He had a wife
VIOLATIONS OF THE
4 three or four years.
LAWS and two children.
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BILLION DECREASE
IN FEDERAL TAXES

LIEUT. COL. WHITTLESEY DISAP.
PEARS FROM BOAT BOUND

ENFORCEMENT OF PROHIBITION
AND NARCOTIC LAWS CAUSE
INCREASE COST.

FOR CUBA.

SIGNS

HARDING

BILLS

SIR JOHN BADDELEY

BOTH HOUSES TO TAKE REST UN
TIL REGULAR TERM DEC. 5.
MANY

BY PRESI
NOMINATIONS
DENT LEFT TO DIE BY
SENATE ADJOURNEMENT.

Kcnssi I'niM Nevi Amis, i
The first and sjieciul
session of the
Congress
ended ufter Bresiilent IlarililiL' hud
visited the capital and signed meas
ures enucted in the closing hours. The
House was the first to close up shop.
Chief a mon k the measures sinned by
Mr. llardint; were the tux revision and
maternity hills. After finally ilispos- of the tux bill, the Senate turned
to clean up some
presidential
nominations. But nearly half of the
number were left to die under the law.
Most of these were minor Ms!niaster- ship appointments. It was understood
attempts to put throiiKli the lust minute nominations had heen blocked
largely through charges of several senators that an effort was being niiide to
railroad" appoint iiients.
Meanwhile the House was awaiting
announcement thut the President hud
signed the tax and maternity hills and
had no other communications, and
when so Informed, adjourned.
The
Senate finished its executive business
and followed the House In,
(Wwtara

PREY

TO

LEADER

WAR'S GRIEF

ESTATE TAX INCREASE

OF

LOST BATTALION
GERMANS TO "GO
TO HELL" REPORTED LOST.

WHO

COLLECTIONS DURING THE PAST
FISCAL YEAR TOTALED

TOLD

$4,595,000,765.
I

Meaierii

e&piijej

t'ulua Nevs fienltt.

I

New York.

WHshiiiKton.

Sixty-sevent- h

Lieut. Cul. Charles W,
Washington. (Joverninent tux reWhittlesey, hero (if the faiiiiuis lost
ceipts duriiii; the flseiil year Brjl dehttttulioti, has lis!iipfuiv(l from ilie
creased nearly J?l,tHRI,imil,(K0 us
llileil
Steamship Tnliiii. mi which
ot
Princess Henrietta
with last year, while the cost of
for Havana. niiiirilinn in a wireless.
In
now
who
la
Bucharest, Rumania,
collection Increased Ml! cent for each
Xcus of
fatniitis snliliiT's disiip- - inn coumry, it a
poeiwrixing under sm, uccordinir to the annual lenort
Sir John Baddeley, formerly senior
peuriincc rami' in the following mes- tht nom do plums of Adio Val and (f
iireiiii of internal revenue.
alderman of London, it now ord
up', received friiiu the ailain of the ! tht protegt of Queen Marie of Ru- - Liiidc ,ii,nt-hip:
mayor of that city. He it a Londoner
mania, hertelf a poet, who hat given
riol.ioiis duiini' the ., mist fiscal
"I'liKscnjfi-naaii'il ('. W. Whittlesey her letter of introduction to the dip- by birth and it seventy-ninyean of
.V
V,,H1. ,(ltale, t 4ir,;,,iMl,7.-unalnst
He is in the printing bunnet
ilihappcaivil. I'fl sevcrul letters."
ago.
lomatie aet at Waehlngton.
She
flscul .veur ended
for
the
n7,.n,i;,'.l
Officials of the I'niteil
and hat written bookt about St. Giles,
Line,
aid to be a Arm believer in the theory
a ,i,.(.r,.ust.
f
operators of the ship, onfirineil the of the transmigration of souls,
Cripplegate, the Gildhall, and the aU
r in llrr cent
jSi
fact Hint the nissenner was l.ieut.
dermen.
interThe
of
the
udmiiiisterini;
I "nl.
Whittlesey thriiut'li his relatives.
mil revenue luws for the year, the
Memliers
of .Mr. Whittlesey's law ASSERTION
DISPUTED port said, wus $4),l!Kt,71ti, or 87 cents
firm here ere at n loss to arioinit fur
1iki
tor each
asalnst f."i
his visit lo Cuba.
When he left the
Kstuhlishmeiit of a teclinlcul status
Inst year. However, the report
offices of the firm he iinnniim cil his BERLIN
GOVERNMENT TAKES IS added, included in the expenditures of peace with the former central powers anil enactment of reconstruction
intention, they said, of attending; the
was .ii,K'.HU(7 for the adinliiistruthiii
SUE WITH BRIAND'S CHARGES
OF
Arniy-Xmfoothall (.Mine.
of the prohibition and narcotic luws legislation were principal achieveHis business nssoi 'lutes lU'i laieil his
ments of the extra session of the
mid f I :tn.iKi fur the enforcement of
mind was clear ami that he apparently
Congress.
STATEMENT THAT REICHWEHR the child labor tux law, which deducted
was in ji
health nthervvNe
when
Among the accomplishments of the HARDING HAS HOPES OF
IS NUCLEUS FOR ARMY DEfrom the total leaves $.'(.(, 74, .'H HI, or an
JOINING
last seen. lie seelneil cheerful, they
special session of the
CLARED INCORRECT.
equivalent of 72 rents for each UK) in Congress were the
POWERS INTO INTERNATIONuihli'il, ami ileilareil that they were
of:
passage
tuxes collected.
imahle to explain his
Trcatlci creating technical peace
AL ORGANIZATION.
eemitii.'l.v
Income and profits taxes Hjrgiepited
with central powers.
siraii'e action in aniii;; away wiihout
ttlrn f prr t'nlan Krvs Smtrt I
with
ft.'d'K.l.'lT.tiT.'i,
compared
hills
lintifyitii: them of his plans.
Appropriation
aggregating
Berlin- .- Ill u slnlcinent to the Asso- ill I'.rJU, and iiiiscelluiieiius col
.1. It. I'riiyn, a
nearly JlsNI.CKKMKK), Including the army
lawyer, In whom
iuled Bress, the (iermaii piveriiliienl lections totaled
I,:tliti,N;:t,l!), apilnst und
WOULD MEET YEARLY
nuvy supply measures.
messages from ("apluiii tJrant of the takes Issue with the
r
ill WM.
l,4."iil,U44.1!-Icharges of
Hill revising federal taxes.
Tolim were aililresseil, Milled he wan
Brliind of France in his address
were:
decreuses
Why They Fall Out.
Making It Snappy.
I'riiiclpul
The temporary Immigration restricof the opinion that Colonel Whittlesey
The elevator boy In the hotel was
In one of the war training camps
the Wa:,hiii;toii conference
Alcoholic liiiiors,
hill.
tion
had ended his life.
a
that the lo'liiian
und often an apathetic mountaineer lad was dogreat friend of
to manufactures, $4U.ti8!l,!KiD ; excise
police forces and
Mr. I'riiyn stated that he believed relch:
Kstuhlishmeiit of the federal budget GROUP WOULD WATCH FOR DAN gave him a ride; Tommy's
but a time came ing his first guurd' duty.
wehr const it tiled u nucleus for u taxes, $.'t,.VJ,H, 2 ; eorporutlon capital
AND PROTECT SMALL.
GERS
the tracedy to he the result of the future tleriuan
system.
when
The ofticer of the day, a "hard-boile- d
stock $1 1.4!M,7tl7, and stamp tuxes,
they ceased to love each other.
arniy.
r
The
bill for regulat
menial strain to which Colonel Whit
ER NATIONS.
"What's the mutter with you and
It derlairs .M. Brlainl's
regular," approached. His disiissertion lll.H7U.813.
murkets.
f
ing
grain
tlesey had heeii suhjerteil as 01
the elevator boy. Tommy?" nsked his ciplinary senses were rudely shocked
These decreases, the report suid,
The Kdge export corporation bill.
the honorary iiallhearers at the Armis that the relchswehr is coiunosed ex were offset
father. "Don't you speak any more?" by a command to halt delivered In a
hy Increases on estate tux,
clusively of officers mid Uoncoiniiils-slone(Wfsttrn NewMimper fnloo Nrwi Rente. I
The luw for federal regulation of
tice day eereinonies at Washington
"No," said Tommy. "He put me out drawling monotone.
and tele- the meat
$.iO,4(.l7,0!i7; transportation
officers of the old uriny Is
It. I". Little, of White & ( use, the
and
other
live
stock
A
packing
continuous
series
of
Washington.
of the elevutor last night."
"Put some snap In that, you big
and says lint the hulk of the graph, $ll!,lii4.:l!il, and admission and industries.
law-- firm with which Colonel Whittle
fruinternational
whose
conferences,
booh," called the enranged officer.
"Why?"
reichswelir is made up of youths be- iliies, i:t,!l71.',iHi:j.
for
sol ition may he uu "association of naof
Providing
reorganization
Hey hud heeii associated, reeeived a
"Because I punched blm."
"Make it musical."
Collections under the penally provi dier relief
wireless from Captain tirant of the To tween the aces of Bl and l!l, recruited sions of the
agencies and other reforms tions," lias been suggested informally
As the ofllcer stepped back a few
"Well, wnstrt lie right to do It?"
since the wnr.
prohibition act totaled $1!,- - of the Sweet hill.
loll Klatinc thai the colonel hud left
hy President Harding to some of the
from distilled spir
The siuteuienl says that the protec l.V.',;iS7.
"Maybe so," said Tommy, "hut he paces und udvanred ngain, the obligThe Shcppiird-Townc- r
u message for him
hill.
some law
anus delegates and bus met with their needn't have put me out on the ing recruit, bringing bis rifle up with
maternity
tion police were created at the hid its, incliiiliiiL' wines, uui;rei:iited
The agricultural credits measure. general approval. The suggestion by
papers. The note ended Willi, "I will din- - of
Ill
tenth floor und make me wulk down!" a Jerk sang out to the
.V.IH.IK!.(, eonipureil with $!l7.,.l.'i,7.')
rethe entente, and add
r
a
not return."
revolving no means has reached the point of a
frain of "Shave and a Haircut"
The relchswehr Is wholly iinuffili lii'.'fl, while ferineuted liipmrs produeed providing
credit fund for the War Finance Cor- definite proposal (or such an ussochi
"Colonel Whittlesey
has had
l.Ti,:!(n, upiinst lf41,!Ht.ri,S74.
uleil with the Schiilz Bolizcl, whii
"Hump dlddy urn turn. Hult, who's
lunch ciicf cum rmil in;.' him since the
lion, but It was revealed that the Important to all Women
there?"
Inirlnu Bl'Jl there were firodiiceil poration.
r
The
war that I helieve he eouhl not stand iook mi- place or the security police from
bill, President's
conversations
personal
malerials other tlinii fruit, $Mi,- wlien llie entente ordered the latter
Readers of this Paper
"medical" beer and reduc- with foreign spokesmen on the guh
it liny longer," Mr. Utile said. "Be
:iii.'i,i:.'iH
taxable pillonx of distilled prohibiting
MOTHER, QUICK! GIVE
wine
and
muse of the prominence iici ordeil him, dissolution.
ing
whisky
hud
prescriptions.
Ject
Increased
his
: JH
for
1
greatly
hope
decrease
ii
of
l
H.li.Vt,
from
The Schutz I'oliz. Is primarily an spirits,
The federal good roads aid bill, ap- a new day In International
widows anil orphans
Thousand! upon thousands of women
wrote to him
ret
relationship
wlilh'
were
In
a4,!Ki:t.l."i4
callous
l'.Cii,
tn mti it in law and order,
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
him mid appealed to him in person. ngcucy
propriating $7,'i,(XKi,(KK for state aid.
as a result of the Washington
takes orders solely from the civilian moved from bond, un Increase of
suspect it.
Numerous other measures were enMany seemed merely to want his sym
45
over
1!OI.
ministries of the federated
Women't
It
often prove to be
acted partially being passed by either
FOR CHILD'S BOWELS
puthy, for he wus a tender hearted nilluericiil slreiicili ami Its slates.
It was indicated further that as a nothing elsecomplaint!
f
but kidney trouble, or the
l.iipmrs eoiituiniiii! more than
composition
the Senate or House.
mail.
world-widfirst
towurd
1
step
of
recognior
result
bladder disease.
of per cent of alcohol produced
with reference to tin- ratio of officers
kidney
Numerous investigations also were
"I noticed a ahiiiitn In him when lie
if the kidney! are not in s healthy conand men ore desiymiled and super at breweries and
pluntn conducted, prominent among them tion for the conference plan, the re
came hack from (he I'liknown Soldier
Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
sults of the negotiations here might be dition, they may caute the other organ!
l!t.'i,44t,7iCt callous, eonivised ny the entente control commit
into agricul- submitted for approval not only to the to become diseased.
being the general
services. The funeral at Arlington tee.
taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
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suffer
may
pain m the back, head- little tongue Is coated, or If your child
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by a Joint
participating nations, but to those not ache and
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health
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Whittlesey, the sohlier-- uncle, fied. It does not possess
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1!8.",- cull- - lured durlnif the year UKtfre-ateilerhired Colonel Whittlesey intended tiered arms. The
Si
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Cripples Clamor for Aid,
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means
lommaml, the First hiillallnii of the
devise
for
of the Hospital for Joint Diseases that
the preservation of
BCD.
The statement disputes M. Briund's
Many send for a aamnle hnttl In mr vh.t a well, playful child again.
.'UNth infantry.
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the great kidney, liver and
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you
may
Lorenr. at the end of his first "grati- great powers In whatever discussions
plants are limited to two or three re- - missioner Blair as a means of
site bottle by Parcel Post. You can morrow. Ask your druggist for genuine
wounded. At dusk Oct. 7, BUN,
tude" clinic, said thut never In all his muy coni-erthem or the world situa- ple
mil red to keen the i:. riiiiin tit... ....... Ini; the efficiency of the service.
purchase medium and large eize bottles at "California Fig Syrup" which has diI
r,,l'
...1.1...
l.ll,fir,.M..l"
career had lie been affected as he was tion generally.
all drug ttorei. Advertisement.
"" " ioi linen unit tliat l he r iiiiii.m - ........
rections for babies and children of all
lie hore a
There is no indication that any cov
ring crossed tne tines.
by the sight of hundreds of maimed,
Will Search Snipe.
ny the entente control iiuimiis.
ages printed on bottle. Mother! torn
message iiskiiiK the Americans to sur sion.
New York. Kvery vessel entering distorted humans, clamoring for hit enant or any constitution
would be
Trying His Hand.
must say "California" or you may get
render "in the name of Immunity.'
Preacher Barker I reckon you are an imitation fig syrup. Advertisement '
me (.overninent's statement refer New York harbor from foreign ports aid.
proposed us the busts of the plan, or
A few hours lifter the Inessenper
that any elaborate international inn gettln' kinder negligent in jo' religious
the French premier to the uddress will he met hereafter by a "reception
wns sent hack with Whittlesey's reply from the throne In which Kinir lieorire committee" detailed from the customs
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new tierinun racing car
The photograph shows the eighteen-cyllnde- r
with Willie Kellner, the demon driver, at the wheel.
three rods ahead, the background Is
very indistinct. Consequently the motorcar driver who uat'iies the road at
the point of disappearance tinils that
the foreground takes cure of Itself
that Is, he subconsciously directs the
movements of the car without any
distraction of his attention from what
Proficient Pilot Soon Learns to Is coming farther on. So his car follows a stralghter course, with long,
Watch Road Some Distance
eusy sinuosities that do not cause any
swaying of the body, and ills companin Advance of Car.
ion motorists scarcely realize that
there are any bud places in the road
over which they are traveling.
ALWAYS ALERT FOR DANGER
Similarly in city truffle the proficient
driver watches the movements of all
the vehicles well in advance and, by
Some Drivers Dodg
Evsry Little Judging their speed and noting their
direction of motion, is on the alert for
Holt, Stone, Horseehoa and Broken
the slightest sign of aisjlntentlou to
Bottle With Short Turn of
slow down or turn Into a side street or
the Steering Wheel.
puss around a wagon or car going In
Some motorcar drlvera run their the same direction. He governs his
can along the road at nearly uniform own movements accordingly, and eus-llavoids llublllty of running Into anapeed, preserve an almost straight
other vehicle.
course, with scarcely perceptible deviations when the road Is straight, avoiding smaU obstructions on the surface REMOVING MUD GUARD DENTS
as If by good luck more than Intention, and never getting Into tight Illustration Shows 8impl Tools of
places In tralfic that require sudden
Special Servict in Any Garage
dexterous movements to prevent color Repair Shop.
lision or other accident.
On the other hand, there are drivers
Three simple tools that are of spewho dodge every little hole, stone, cial service in the
garage or repair
horseshoe and broken bottle with a shop, for
buckled and dentrestoring
short turn of the steering wheel that ed bodies and fenders, are shown In
results In an unpleasant swaying of the drawing. The wooden mallet Is
the car body; who slow up and start faced with a section of heavy leather
ahead with annoying frequency and
belting, and is used with the wooden
are repeatedly treating their compansupporting blocks, which are of soft
ions In the car to thrilling moments
pine. One block has a concave face
of suspense as they narrowly avert the
a
peslower
of
down
moving
running
destrian or
cyclist.
Looking Ahead.
These differences are noticeable
alike on city streets ana country
roads, and are amply sufficient to
make It a delight to ride with one
friend at the wheel and almost torture to sit in the car behlud another.
You may be unconscious of the precise reasons that give you confidence
I
meat or
In the one and make you apprehensive
with the other, yet the feeling is there:
In all probability the secret lies In this Tools Made From Soft Wood for Refine point In driving an autoinoklle
moving Dtnts From Fenders and
the distance ahead of the car at Which
Bodies and for Straightening Fend,
the driver focusses his gur.e.
ers.
'
The proficient driver has euVly
while another Is provided with conlearned to watch the road far In
of his car as far. In fact, as vex faces of different radii. Various
the road Is visible. On a straight, other slr.es and shapes may be easily
level road this may be several miles, made to meet special cases.
A lever, about six feet long. Is made
on a winding course as fur as the next
turn; on a hilly road the crest of the with Its lower face concave and Is
next rise, and on city streets as fnr as faced with leather or rubber. The end
the state of the traffic permits the way of this lever Is provided with a hook
to be seen clearly.
that engages underneath a buckled
Following this practice, all bad fender In the manner shown, so that
places and small objects on the surface the fender will be restored to nearly
ff the road are seen long before the Its original shape. ropular Mechanics
car comes to them, and almost uncon- Magazine.
sciously the car is steered to avoid
them. The action begins so early that
the movement Is practically Imperceptible to other passengers, and the driver does not find it necessary to keep
his eyes fixed upon the spot or object
until It has passed; he has early inThree thousand automobiles are regsured that It will not be struck by istered In Cairo, Egypt
the wheels, and so continues to keep
his eye focused away ahead. Thus
Chicago led all other cities last yeai
he avoids dropping hi eyes to watch with 6,527 automobiles stolen. .
all such near objects and raising them
New York state lias an automobile
again to the focussing point, a praclitice that bees me wearisome to the to every 14 of Its residents and
driver and gives rise to unexpected censed chauffeur to every three cars.
emergencies.
A patent has been granted for an
Indifferent Drivers.
The novice or Indifferent driver who automobile trailer shaped like a boat
concentrates much of his attention on It can be used to navigate waters.
the road directly In front of his wheels
Between 45 and 50 per cent of al"
does not sec Impedimenta far enough
In advance to begin
gradual move- automobiles sold In this country are
ment In avoidance of them, but must marketed on some deferred payment
make quick turns to swing out around system.
the boles, stones and other obstrucThe largest price decline of 1920, at
tions. Then, with his attention fixed
New York Federal
upon the particular thing or place be estimated by the
is avoiding, be Is unprepared for the Reserve bank, was In rubber, which
fell 53.5 per cent
next one, which be has not seen.
.
The buman eye is like a camera In
In England the official automobile
this respect tbat when focussed upon
the distance the, Immediate foreground license tag must be kept In a small
Is also In fairly good focus, but when circular bolder attached to the cai
focussed only a few yards or two or and displayed near the windshield.

GOOD ADVICE ON

DRIVING MOTORS
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New Tork state has more motor vehicles than South Dakota has InhabiThe ditch of the dry cone type tants, although the latter state leadi
win slip even If the friction surfaces the country in the ratio of automoare not oily If the leather fadng of biles to population.
the cone Is worn, glazed or burned.
Tbe total registration revenues colsmooth,
Slipping U tbe result of
hard surface of this leather, which lected to July 1 for motor vehicles la
this country amounted to $10813,-165.3should be renewed.
an Increase of. $5,666,953.08
over the amount collected for tbe enTractor Weight
tractor Is quite tire year of 1920.
Surplus poster in
e
useless, unless the machine baa weight
out of every 100 farmers
Fifty-fiv- e
enough te keep the wheels from
la Pennsylvania own automobiles.
A Slipping Clutch.
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By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Washington. Aside from a wish
(o secure lusting peace, the motives
for the. calling of the arms limitation
conference are in the largest sense
economic.
President Harding, and of
course milllous with him, recognized
the generally
conditions
frightful
which exist all over the world. He
believed that he had some influence
and some power which might make
for the relief of these conditions.
Therefore the great nations of the
world were Invited to send representatives to Washington on Armistice
day to give consideration to means by
which the world's armaments cun ba
cut. As a preliminary to the limitation of armaments, it Is known that
the problems of the Far Kast must
be solved. Therefore the two great
matters were combined in the call for
the conference.
The baste reason, nslde from any
consideration of ieace on earth, good
will toward men, for the calling of
the conference on the limitation of
armaments, Is that the money which
the peoples of earth are providing to
kill their fellows may be turned Into
the channels of beneficent trade and
beneficent living.
There Is every reason to know that
the administration plus the State department, which Is of course a part
of It, Is linn today In Its conviction
that something strong and good is
to be the result of the conferring together of men who virtually have
plenipotentiary powers. These powers
are plenipotentiary today because they
come from the people of the world
rather than from the politicians
thereof. The time is past when the
foreign offices or any officials of government can work their will without
regard to the masses of the people.
America Has No Selfish Aim.
In the conference which began
nominally on the eleventh, but In fact
on the fourteenth of this mouth, the
representatives of the United States
will stt free from any anxieties concerning a fullure to secure this or that
which may work to the selfish advantage of their country. All thnt
they will want Is the settlement of
the Far East problems and the limitation of armaments on an equituble
basis.
The conferees In behalf of the other
nations know already that the United
States wants nothing In the way of
territory, nothing In the way of exclusive trade, and nothing which will
work wrong to any other nation on
earth.
"We want nothing that they rightfully have, hut they cannot have anything that rightfully belongs to us." In
the quoted paragraph perhaps Is to
be found a short statement of the
exact position of the United States In
entering Into the conference.
When It Is said that the United
States will not surrender anything
that It has, It of course Is meant, that
it will not give up anything which it
considers vital to the Interests of its
people but It does not mean that
the United States will not yield In
matters upon which It has seemingly
fixed Judgment, provided there Is certainty of yielding on the part of
others.
It can be deduced readily enough
from everything which has been said
or Intimated by the administration
through Its various channels of vocal
approach to the people, that the situation from the American vlewisiint Is,
"We have no axes to grind, no grudges
to settle, no scores to even; our desires are beneficent ; let them be met
In like spirit."
Business, Not Sentiment to Rule.
It might lie Just as well for the
American people to know that there
Is no illusion In Washington that
everything to lie done at the conference is to he done because of the
dictates of friendship and good will.
Not a nation is represented which
will not have in mind the selfish interests of its people, their Jealousies
and a pretty fair understanding of
Just how much Its people will stand
for in the way of yielding, and also
let It be said in the way of pressing.
The conference In the highest sense
Is a business procedure.
An agreement for the limitation of armaments
Is a business matter. It is a financial
matter. Figures are cold, but figures,
money figures, are dominating factors
in the limitation of armaments problem
which is to be solved.
Of course the entire navy program
In
of no nation will be
every line. Every great nation which
has a sea coast will have something
of a navy. Great Britain's navy of the
future, and the navies of Japan and
the United States, will be nsvies of
size; but all things are comparative,
and If the cutting comes It will be
deep cutting and a cutting which the
people will any probably I well done.
Many Foreign Journalists.
Foreign newspaper men In great
numbers have come to town. Several
hundreds of American newspaper men
are acting as hosts, about one hundred
d

of them being In a way special hosts
because not so long ago they were In
a prelty close sense the guests of
many of these foreigners who now
have come to America "to help put
the war correspondents' Job on the
list of discarded occupations."
It is pleusuiit to note that tbe majority of the writers who have come
here to cover the conference Is composed of reul newspaper men, men
trained to their business. There are
here lu addition quite a number of
men and women who have made their
repututlons by writing six best sellers, and other kindred things, but who
perhaps are not as competent to find
news nor to write it as the men who
know the gume uud have staid with it
through the years.
I'hlllppe Millet of France is here.
He is the correspondent of Le Petit
I'urisieu, a Journal which rejoices, or
at any rate, whose owner rejoices,
In a circulation of something over a
million every duy in tbe year burring
only Sundays, which Is something of
a circulation for a dally paper.
Then we have with us M. Uerurd,
us "Fertlnux."
otherwise
known
France uud the world pretty generally
know this pertinacious geutleuiun. He
Is a writer of rare merit, and, what
couuts some, a good fellow.
From British Empire and Orient
From England has come Mr. Steed
of the London Times; Sir Arthur
who will be a sort of helper
lu publicity In behalf of the foreign
office of his government, and Wtliuet
Lewis, who for years served a great
London uewspuper lu the Fur Fast.
There art.' other British newspaper men
here representing the papers of the
home island uud of Canada, Australia
and the other binds beyond the seas
which look to England as the mother
country.
Jupiiu bus sent a round dozen of
writers to cover the conference. With
t hem ure several Chinese uewspuper
men and perhaps it Is almost needless
to say that their viewpoint of things
is ' somewhat different from that of
their Japanese brethren, but they get
along together with an Oriental amiability which makes for the general
grace of things In comradeship.
Tho arrival Is expected shortly of
Henri I'onsot of I'uris who In the eurly
days of the great wur was the director
of what the' French culled the bureuu
de lu presse. Monsieur I'onsot will be
hulled Joyfully by some twenty or
thirty Washington correspondents, and
soni others who ure here only temporarily. It is probuble that this eurly
wur director of press activities In
France hud as thankless a Job us ever
fell upon the shoulders of man to tote
along. His headquarters were In the
foreign office of the French government
and there day by duy all through 1015
and a part of 1910, appeared correspondents from all over the world begging permission to go to the front.
Ponsot, Fritnd of Correspondents.
In April, 11)15, only eight mouths after the wur hud sturted, I weut to
France as a correspondent. Arriving In
I'uris, I went to l'onsot's office, mude
myself known, presented my credentials, and asked for permission to go
to the front as soon as possible. Monsieur I'onsot smiled at me, mude uie
feel at home and then told me that
the government was allowing five
newspaper men each month to go to
the front aud that there were seventy
newspaper men all clamoring for the
privilege.
This meuut thut If things went along
In the regular order of precedence a
correspondent might have to stay In
1'arls pretty near a year before he
would get a chance to see a shell full.
He would have to fight "the buttle
of Paris" with his pen uud try to satisfy the home readers with ucconuts of a
wur which he was not allowed to witness.
Somehow or other Pousot, Journalistic genius of the bureau de lu presse,
worked things out satisfactorily. The
foreign newspaper men saw the front
fuirly quickly and were able to write
about it from it visualizing standpoint.
How he did It I don't know, but he
did it. I know that I had two extended trips along the front within six
weeks of the time that I arrived ut
Monsieur l'onsot's office and was met
with the Intimation thut I might have
to wait a year. I think the other
newspaper men bud like experiences.
It may be thut the conference In
many of Its sessions will not be oen
to the public, but with much more than
half a thousand newspaper men on the
spot, some of whom know pretty nearly every greut one who is In their
midst, and who are willing to Interpret
the great one's Intentions for his
brethren, there Is little chance that
the public will not be kept well Informed as to what's what In the great
conference on the limitation of armaments and Far East problems.
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Tbe truffle Is an edible fungus
growth found In certain parts of
growing a few Inches underground, and Is considered a delicacy
for the table. Dogs are often trained
to find them. They learn to detect the
presence of the truffle under the surface fit the soil by a faint odor given
out by tbe truffle. The dog, when over
tbe spot, stops and pats the ground
with his paw. Then tbe man digs up
the truffle.
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Tellow Medicine is the tenth county In Minnesota to make "American
Legion Day" a regular event of its
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"After mt first
so with bit
The Pajaiua Gazette" is the name baby waa born I Buffered
leic Blue uh a cuuiu
MACNIDER, NEW LEGION HEAD of a publication edited by the disabled I
not walk across tho
soldiers of Asbury hospltul at Minnefloor unless 1 was ail
Mason City (la.) Man Is Chosen Naapolis, Minn.
humped over, holdtional Commander of ths Ameriing to my aide. I doctored with several
can Legion.
"Say It with Jobs" is the slogan
doctors but found no
adopted by the American Legion In
relief and they said
"We must build this Legion of ours Chicago in its campulgn to aid unI would have to have

so big and fine and strong, keep It so
clean and straight and American, that
when we ask tor things for the
man, for the disabled man and
for those who are financially disabled
our communities will say, 'If the Legion Is for It, we are for It.' "
of
This was the first
MacNider to members of the
American Legion, following his election us national commander of the organization. Mr. MacNider Is the

h

men.

employed

an operation. My
mother insisted on
my taking; Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta-ibl- e
Compound and I
soon found relief. Now I can do all my
ia
tbe
Vegetable. Com
it
.ni
an operapound that has saved me from
tion. I cannot praise your medicine too
and
friends
highly and I tell all of my
neighbors what the Compound did for
me." Mrs. Margaret McCumber,
27 S. Frazier St., Georgetown, Blinoia.
Mrs. McCumber is one of the unnumbered thousands of housewives who
struggle to keep about their daily tasks,
while suffering from ailments peculiar
to women with backache, sideachea,
headaches, bearing-dow- n
pains and nervousness, and if every such woman
should profit by her experience andgivo
Vegetable ComLydia E. Pinkham's
pound a trial they would get well.

The bodies of Gunmar Dahl and David Thor, "pals," killed in France hj
the same shell, were buried In the
same grave in their native Illinois
town.

Han-for-

met-sug-

New Orleans will be the scene of
the 1922 nutional convention of the
Amerlcun Legion. The Southern city
guaranteed $100,000 for defraying expenses of the meeting.

Wil-ler-

Mayor Houn of Milwaukee, Wis,
has vetoed a resolution of the city
council Indorsing the work of the
American Legion In finding positions
men.
for Jobless

to

Newly

I

HANFORD MACNIDER.
Elected National Commander
of the American Legion.

A monumental building to be erected
in Washington In memory of the Na-

Two Pillars in the Dollar Mark.
tional Guardsmen who gave their lives
While many have accepted the story
in the World wur, has been suggested
as true that the dollar sign, $, was
C.
Gen.
Ma
Uickarils,
J.
George
by
u Joinliitf of the initials U.
formed
chief of Hie niilltlu bureau of the Wur S. into ubysort of monogram, It Is quite
department.
generally accepted that the dollar sign
W of Spuulsli origin.
The growth of the Amerlcun Legion
I'illars In early times were used to
Is shown by the organization of 1,0.10
strength mid stability. Tha
symbolize
new posts In lill'O 21. Many new posts
whose coinage was the earliTyrlans,
were organized by American
est currency, placed on their coins
men In foreign countries and totwo pillars, symbolical of the plllurs'
day the sun never sets on the Amer- named 15ouz and Juchin, which formed
ican Legion.
a part of King Solomon's temple. It
Is related that a Tyrian explorer erectThe daisy has been adopted by the ed two plllurs on tho site of tho presofficial
flower.
as
Its
American Legion
ent city of Cadiz In Spain uud that
The poppy, which has been popular In luter years Spain coined dollars
associof
Its
because
with Legionnulreg
on which were these plllurs entwined
ation with Flanders, was voted out be- with a scroll. The pillars and scroll
flower
cause It was not an American
became emblematic ot the dollar and
and could not be obtained In large came to be used by the United States
quantities.
as a dollar sign. Cleveland
News-Leade- r.

youngest national communiler the Legion has ever hud. He Is thirty-fou- r
years old.
"He Is a natural leader of men,"
say Ills friends, who have watched
him plug bis
through Harvard
university and who later saw him
come out of the World war a lieutenant colonel with three citations and
several decorations.
His military record begins with his
service on the Mexican border In 1916
as a first lieutenant with the Second
Iowa
When the United
infantry.
States entered the World war he enrolled at the officers' training camp at
Fort Siielliug and was sent to France
as a provisional second lieutenant in
the regular army. In France he was
with the Ninth Infantry of the Second
division. He was wounded at St.

The employment of Jobless
men to assist the police In combating the holdup men has been begun' In Lincoln, Neb. The plun was
evolved following a series of robberies
In the residential district of the city.
The mayor and chief of police of Lincoln have Indorsed the plan.

BOSCHEE'S SYRUP

Allays Irritation, Soothes and Heals
Throat and Lung Inflammation.
Tbe almost constant irritation of a
cough keepB the delicate mucous membrane of the throat and lungs In a conFollowing a reception for him at gested condition, w blch Boscbee's Syrup
Kansus City, staged by 50,000 mem- gently and quickly soothes and beats.
bers of the American Legion, Marshal For this reason It has been a favorite
Foch, who came to America as the household remedy for colds, coughs,
Legion's guest, declared that although bronchitis and especially for lung
Washington' and New York were the troubles in millions of homes all over
head of the United States he was cer- the world for tbe last fifty-fiv- e
years,
tain Kansas City was the heart.
enabling the patient to obtain a good
e
night's rest, free from coughing, with
The original post of the American easy expectoration in tbe morning.
Legion, George Washington I'ost No. You can buy Boschee's Syrup wherever
Mlhlel.
lost no time in signing Marshal medicines are sold. Advertisement.
,
Mr. MacNider Is an Investment Foch as a member. The generalisAt Least One Friend.
bunker at Mason City, la., where he simo was met at the station st Wash"Is Hill Orubcoln here?" asked the
was born. He has been an active Le- ington, D. C. on the day of his
In America and presented with a affable and prosperous looking caller.
gionnaire and has served as com"No, Blr," said that gentleman's secmander of the Iowa state department membership card and a ceremonial
retary. "Mr. Grnbcoln Is out."
of the Legion.
badge of the Legion.
As the visitor walked away the secMarshal Foch Is now a devotee of retary turned to the stenogrupher and
calHEAD OF LEGION AUXILIARY the corn-copipe. When his special remarked, "Just think of anybody
train was stopied at Washington, Mo., ling our boss 'liill!'"
"Oh, you never can tell," replied
Mrs. Lowell F. Hobsrt of Cincinnati on Its way to Kansas City, be was
woman with an air of
Is the New Preeident of ths
presented with a box of the Missouri that young
"The worst
great worldly wisdom.
Women's Organization.
product. Later, while he was attendworked for hail a
ing the American Legion convention, office crab I ever
Mrs. Lowell F. Unhurt of Cincinnati, he was offered a cigar, but he declined friend." Birmingham
"furnace."
the first national president of the in favor of the corn-coA Candidate.
Aiiiericun Legion Women's auxiliary,
"Girlie. I nm a candidate for your
Is one of those "war mothers" who
More than 30,000 bodies of Ameriserved In the great "second army." cans who died In France during the hand.' "See father." "1ih'S be have
When her son Joined the colors and World war will rest forever In the to Indorse me?"
was sent to Camp Zuchary Tuylor, sacred soil near the battlefields. SecKentuckv. she went with him. There retary of War Weeks declared In a
recent letter to the American Legion
The Same Old Backache I
A total of 4.'V70
at Washington.
Does every day bring the sme old
Do you drag along with
backache?
bodies have leen relumed to the Uniyour back s dull unceaaing ache?
ted States, according to the wur secrefind you "sll played out?" Don't
tary.
tie discouraged! Ren lite it ia merely s
sign you haven't takrn good care of
yourself. This has probably strained
"If you will wHlk down Main street.
your kidnrva. Take thine eaaier for
IT. S. A.," writes George F. Kesrny In
awhile and help your kidneye with
a widely published magazine article,
Moan' Kiinry PiUi. Then the
which
a
come
to
will
building
diuinesa. headaches, tired feel"yon
will go.
post of
ing! and bladder trouble
house the American
I
oon'f have helped thmiiida and
the town. It Is the most democratic
should
Atk
your
netghbort
help you.
Institution that can be found and the
1 I
.'.
A Colorado Case
discussion of the post sre worthy of
closest study as an Index of 1be
tbe
brik nfr. sndNo.con-1.
k
tractor, R. R.
"-future."
Km No. 16. Uttle
lllver. Colo, says:
"I suffered for three
the
A survey recently conducted by
from sravel.
yara
shows that between
American
My tilsdder waa very
weak and the kidono.ooo and "oo.out service men sre
ney secretions conout of employment In tbe United
tained a brick dut-llk- e
aedlment. The
States. The East has s greater
secretions scalded In
of Jobless men than any othMr back
tamin.
wa weak, too, and
er section of the country, with I.Vt.lMl
often I was doubled
former soldiers, sailors snd msrines
,11
up nun (Winn
In New York alone, without regular
ana tner enrea me or tne sitsra.
3
L 7
want.
actual
In
SO.
Aa
Dea
tea
msny
s
at
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Saara,
employment,
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Tender Hearts.
"Yes," snld the old timer of the Bar-ranch, "this here civilization out o
th' East has got into our best society
like a reg'lar mange. Used t be when
we caught a skunk usln" two legs
we could do unto
push hlsself around,
him accordln' to- our sense o' fitness,
but lately our boys Is gettln' so
that when they catch a
predatory nonresident lopln over th
Police officials of Iowa are Investiline with a citizen's boss, we dont do
MRS. LOWELL F. HOBART,
gating the writing of threatening letnothln' to him except Just hang him."
New President of the American Legion ters to several members of the Amer-!csRichmond
Legion In lows. The letters are
Women's Auxiliary.
believed to be the work of I. W. W's.
Te Prevent Writer's Cramp.
she worked dslly as a Red Cross su- One of them demanding "tlltt or
To prevent writer's cramp and to ensnd at night she Instructed a we'll Mow you to h " wss received
able a writer to bold his pen In tbe pervisor
were-tsrclsss In Red Crews work.
deby John B. Wallace, son of the
Is
a
the
manner
of
object
proper
Wsllsce
Mrs. Hobsrt Is at the head
of
Tonng
agriculture.
Today
of
consists
It
vice recently patented.
of the
of
a wristband and long brace ; at one end of one of the largest organizationsaux- Is rice commander at De Argonne
Moines,
women In the world. The Legion
the
of
post
third
two
are
for
tbe
brace
of tbe
clips
Moines
IV
of about 1 V nsrrr
a
another
has
Polk,
membership
iliary
to
hi
them
the
hold
fourth
and
fingers,
received a letter
OMO. having grown from 3.000 In the
member,
le1on
Index
Tbe
thumb.
proper position.
Is comthreatening to blow up bis houe beand second fingers are left free to bold last year. The orgsnlzatlon
sisters and cause be "led the boys to death In
wives,
of
mothers,
posed
tbe pen.
men.
children of
battle."

f

tender--

hearted
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ANOTHER

Lemuel Bolles of Seattle, Wash., has
been elected national adjutant of the
American Legion for his third term.
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Solved.
Carl Brlnkman. born In Germany,
"Papa," called Willie excitedly; who died fighting with the American
The types often play pranks with "there's a big black bug on the cellforces In France, was buried with
what a reporter has to say as, for ex- ing
military honors at Fairmont. Minn...
"All right" replied the parent en- wtiere be Joined tbe colors of his
ample. In this extract from a newsHe
paper: "Tbe bride, who was given grossed in his newspaper. "Just step adopted country early In the
away by ber father, wore a dress ot on It and don't hot tier roe." Americas wss buried by tbe American I eft on
with full mllltsry honor.
pale bridegroom. She was attended Legion Weekly.
by the bat and carried a bouquet tbe
"I am convinced tbst tbe American
Practice Makes Perfect
gift of tbe pink taffeta silk and a large
4nn U an eaMlbed newer tn tbe
t
That
Burns
gives
grocer
certainly
two
blue bridegroom's
little nieces."
a power for tm. snd
Htste
United
a
was
be
I
bet
dark-bluprofiteer
weight
light
brideNo wonder the large
Marshal t "h at
declared
war.
equality,"
tbe
during
groom turned pale! Boston
Stern Oh, no, be was mess sergeant tbe dose of the American
In my outfit. Amerlcaa Legion Weeks. MHml convention at Kansas dfv.
MIXED MARRIAGE.

DOGS TO HUNT TRUFFLES.
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NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD

Roswell High played its last foot- Work is on in earnest on the new
ball game on Thanksgiving day and 'Catholic Hospital in the west part
14-defeated Clovls by a score of
jot the city. The structure, which is
Roswell played seven games this to be three stories In height and
FRANK STAPLIX. EDITOR
Great Writer
PEItSOXAl,
season against all of New Mexico's contain four wards and twenty rooms
best high school teams, and did not was designed by R. C. Carr, of
y
come out of the season with the well. J. E. Wallace has the con- LADY FARMER
PublUhed Kvery Friday at Santa Fe, the State Capital by the
49, worth
wants husband,
state championship, but has the re- -i tract for the building, and it is
1134,
BERNALILLO
of not being scored on.
itimated that it will require about League, Detroit, Mich.
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
The scores run as follows, and in; four or five months to complete it.
t'K.WK STAI'I.IN. H Kit: IV Kit
Carlsbad Current.
the order in which they were played:
d
BACHELOR 32, with $30,000-woulCash donations amounting to f50HiiHwell Hia-h2;.riovm m-- h n
325, Club,
marry
from two members of the Business rtoswen High, 66; Portales 0
matter at the post office at Santa Fe,
Entered as second-clas- s
The loss of the Malaga gin last Fort
Wayne, Ind.
and Professional Women's club haveljoswell High 39, Albuquerque, 0. Thursday night by fire is estimated
New Mexico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
been received by the Albuquerque Uoiwel
20 Artesla 0.
'at $8,000. This includes the buildBy Sir Gilbert Parker
Day Nursery, it was announced by HosWHI High, 33; Portales, 0.
bales of cotton. It MARRYFOR SPEEDY MARRIAGE
1..V) I'KIt YEAH
ing and fifty-si- x
SI BM ItlHTION
Dr. Margaret Cartwrisht, chairman
Seldom do you get an
is thought the loss will be about absolutely the best, largest in the
oswell High,29; Artesia 0.
of the building committee of the Koswell
country, established 16 years, thouscovered by the insurance carried.
High, 1 4 ; Clovis,1 0.
ands wealthy members, both sex,
opportunity to read a
nursery. The money will be used
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1921
to clear the mortgage on the build- wishing early marriage, strictU constory by Gilbert Tarker
GRANT
fidential, description free. Th. Old
COLFAX
ing which houses the nursery.
in serial form. As a rule
26.
Reliable Club, Mrs. Wrubel, B
The donors were Mrs. Alta Haw- REASON FOR FUNDING COMMIS. PARK PROMOTERS
Final contract on installation of Oakland, Calif.
as novels,
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Register
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thereto, and the regulations of the
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Pale protested.

"It would be purely both white ami helpless and suffering,
but still full of the old Llttleford

a strategic move, and It would save
Uvea for us. For, when the Balls and
their kinsmen come, you'll have to deliver me Into their hands or you'll
have to fight like the very devil, that's
sure; and, according to Hy Heck's fig-

HEALTH IS VITAL

fighting spirit.
Pule seized his Winchester and
belt of cartridges from the hands of
the man who bad brought tbem to
him, and turned to the others. A bulures, they outnumber you more than let crashed through the wall and
Furnished by
struck the floor at bis foot; he paid
two to one."
"All right," Llttleford replied, with ho attention to it.
U.S. BUREAU OF MARKETS
a shrug of his huge shoulders. "What"Listen to me, boys." Dale was
Washington D.C
J buckling his cartridge-bel- t
ever you say, that same we'll do."
with rapid,
So By Heck wus senf-foand short sieacy lingers. "From where they are
(Wwurs Svip4r DliM Mm Stmts.!
ly afterward he sneaked into the lau biding,, the Balls and Turners can
rels and went off toward tlie
see the lower story of this
liar.
hardly
Co.
Ooprrtgkt by Doubled?, Pas
Market active and rscelpts Unlit at
nient of the Hulls. In thastfrool
building. Well go downstairs, open
and Cincinaati.
Chiiag-arm lie curried Ills rifle. aaT insideiiii the front door, and run to the edge Minnvapolia,
caaiKin and southern marketa dull and
shirt he carried three, pieces ot dyna- of the laurels at the foot of tlie moun- jnchansed. Alfalfa and prairie dull at
"
I
wus
told
o'
"As
a
leu
you, Jimmy, I don't
CHAPTER XVII.
Kanaua City. No
rattlers, and the very
mite all ready for the match and he tain. Then we'll turn to the right, Jmaha and
ana local trade inactive,ehippinf
wuot-IHe Interrupted ulmost sharply: 'I chose
least one wus us bit: around us my left
with great care for make a wide detour, ami get above lniana
No. I timothy. New York.
Plul- every
step
know
bind luig! Then I hears a turrible
you don't love me. But you'll fear of
Bill Dale Laughs.
down120;
too
the
Cincinnati.
much.
be
Ball
lii:
ntia
outfit
;'wtS:il
laeipma.
the explosive
fighting
jarring
lle
buiKli.
Hill Iiult sat t ti iukiiiK f what
Chicago, in. Minneapolia,
growl right uhind o' me. I bsiks keen. learn to after you've seen how much
He had not been gone an hour when hill instead of uphill. Get me? Are 1.50; Kanaaa
.
City. fH. No. 1 alfalfa,
r
with I shall udore you."
Tliar stands a big old
had limit there in the
I'lne
ivanaaa City. 122, Omaha, 1150; Me lu
Hill Pule beard a dull, smothered roar you all ready?"
chimHe made a move as though to take
her teeth
No.
und two cross
From (tie
I prairie, Kansas City
pins,
To
a
from somewhere to the northward.
man, they were ready.
18. No. 1
(12; Omaha, $12; Chicago,
Then I hears a whine ut her Into his arms, und she shrunk Pale
neys of tin- - raliiny nf tin; l.ittli'ior'ls on eyed cubs
under- clover, Cincinnati, 122.
ran
to
thick
reached
from
his
the
desk,
They
sprang
up
In- oilier side
of the river tin- howling my left. I looks keen. Tbur stands a from him; he had done that same his ready and waiting horse, mounted growth without being seen hy the enFrulta aad Vegetable.
wind snatched sprays of blue
as big us u boss, with her thing, and she had done that satue and rode like a streak toward the emy. While tlie Bulls and Turners
Apple marketa steady; movement
low.
Almoat no galea at ahippinK
Then I hears a thing, dozens of times before. . . . lowland.
eyes Jest
The Moivlaiids bail gone
tired more or less aimlessly at the pointa last two daya. New York Baldfarms lying around I'lirtersville in the Kpitiin' sound out to my right. 1 looks With unseeing eyes Kllzubetli watched
A'i1, cloaed steady in New York,
Pale arrived at John Moreland's big building, drank white whisky and win,
at $U.SUi7.9U per barrel; firm In Chi
keen. Thar was seven
wild Mrs. puJe step from her motor at the white farmhouse a
lowland, on each of which a
to
called
surrender
before
the
the
at 17.50. Maine No. la up ii
little
for
cago,
drunkenly
und go Into the house. middle of the
lirel iii.micnt had been made, tin- - bor- cats, and ull of 'em hud been bit by a
at 7.6u; ateady in Phila
day, and halloed lustily them of Bill Pule, Bill Pule and his t?lttsbuiKh
at $.75. Extra fancy boned
delphia
rowed rpital was to remain borrowed mad ilawg! Some lix to be in? Veub ; Jimmy Fayne, too, saw Mrs. Pule, at the
MorcJand and his men were making their way steadily Jouathane lower
John
In liammore at 91. b5
gate.
were some lix!
but he wag wholly unuffected by the two sons
for miollier year. The
lower in Kanaaa City at f 2 75
hurried out in response to In a wide
up the side of ifff'2.U0;
3.UU.
I
of
Kf
at
at 12.25
I
Mrs.
did
firm
outlandishness
to
"Weil.
thinks
liieir
sight
her;
Pule, somehow,
myself.
already Iomii;;
the call. Dale waved aside all greet- David Moreland's mountain.
2.75.
Auction aalea New York down
ami K''oviiiK into universal reflect. shoots the rattlers, I thinks to myself, hot object to Ills seeing the girl quite
S 1.7S & 2.45
10c.
at
box.
per
his
and
Hulf
the
an
hour
had
left
after
health,
after
ings
Inquiries
they
l
us much us she hud once objected.
Potato marketa dull and weak. Green
Haviil Mnielaihl's dream was at last the bear and the punther and the
and told thut which he bad come to office building, Pule had stationed his Mountains
at Maine f. o. b. ahipplni;
"Jimmy," ufter a long silence hud tell. The elder Moreland turned quick- men, deployed as a line of skirmishers, pointa
git me. And ef I shoots the
ln'iiig realized.
down 15c. at 11.31 01.3 Per 100
Then Dale frowned heavily. If only bear, tlie panther und the wildcats passed between them, "I I'm afruid I ly to Jils two stulwurt sons
bulk. Jobbing; aalea in New York,
lb,
bun.
behind
some
two
trees
sheltering
Sown sue, at S1.HU eacked. tfoaton
and the ratllers'll git me. And ef 1 uin't the right woman for you. .
tie could lie as much lor ISahe's
It'll be dred feet above the Halls anil their ut ll.goti 2.00. New York aacked weak,
"Guns and bosses,
round
lint lie couldn't. The men of the shoots the panther, the wildcat und If you knew, for sure, thut I once took our lust fight, nnd le'sboys!
whites cloaed 10c lower, at $1.65 per
and kinsmen.
at
it
be
100
15c
Uown
Iba.
at
u
rille gun und killed a man with it, make It a
ahlppinv pointa.
l.llllefords .still worked the coal mine. the rattlers and the bear'll git me.
good fight."
John Moreland, lien Llttleford nnd In New York, at I1.D6; down 15c in
Tliey received ulmost twice tlie custom- And ef 1 .shoots the wildcats, tlie rut would you would you still want me?"
Less than live minutes later the Bill Pule were not far apart. "It's a Philadelphia at $1. SOU 1.95. Northern
round whilea. caiiot sales, in Chicago
Kayne laughed us though ut a good three erstwhile mountaineers rode out shame to do
ary wayes, but even that wouldn't buy tiers and tlie bear and the panther'll
iOc lower, at 11.261.50 per 100 iba.
it," said Pale. "I swear, K.
them farms and educate their children. gii inc. And ef I don't shoot none of joke.
O. If. aalea in Michigan down 10c,
of
at the barnyard gate with full belts
we can't shoot men In the back like
"You kill a man? Why, I couldn't
11.60ft 1.55, sacked; down 25c in
I 'niler bis
we
all
em,
Some
it
unanswered
ungodly
they'll
git
two
eyes lay
around their waists and this !"
cartridges
at 1.00tf 1.25, warebouae cash to
tellers from bis- parents. lle found lix; wasn't It, Hill? .Now, bow do ye believe It. Hut If you hud killed a man, with repeating rides across tlie pomJohn Morelund, twisted his niouth growers.
or a dozen men, It it could hardly
reckon I got out of it?"
Danish
marketa strong.
lilllc picas-lirCabbage
in answering their letmels of their saddles, and Joined
New York f. o. b. shipping
Hill Hale only smiled.
"I can't Im make any difference to me. If you did Pale. The four hastened to the homes into a queer smile of contempt, and type atcloaed
ters, for be wan siill somewhat hitter
a
of
after
93738
pointa
peak
so
did
Hen
Llttleford.
They knew,
do it, you did It because there was
up $t in New York and ltalluunre
toward them toward bis father be- agine, Hy," he said.
of the other Morelands; und not long far better than their leader, the ways $i:t:
market at 15'9 48 per ton, bulk; firm
"I cain't imagine, neither," grinned nothing else to do; I'm sure of thut, afterward
cause of his father's ill t real nient of
the old clan. In full of that jieople without a principle. The in Philadelphia.
Northern
40$l45.
Ifavid Moreland and Iavid .Moichind's lleck. "Hut anyhow, I'm alive today. vte wont mention It again, it you re
lJanih ateady in tit. l.ouia at (50. butn
Balls
hesitate
Turners
und
wouldn't
Kat-erInat
916
in
I
SjO.
now
Chicago,
nor
neither
in
criticize
Well,
that
humor
rloaing
a
willing.
attempt
she
good
ye'le
ieople; toward bis mother because
Hacked yellow onion down 25c in
to shoot them In the buck!
to understand your hill codes. Marry
laid let
nt go hungry for mother love one time more, I'll tell ye some nevfs.
lloeton at I5.604i5.75 per 100 Iba. I'lim
"Well," John Moreland replied, nnd in ottier caatern marketa. Middle weal-ftr- n
us a baby, as a child, as a boy, and as I bated to riillle ye up like a jailer me, won't you, Kllzabeth?"
ellow varictit-It was ulmost a sneer, "ye might go
ateady in New York
"If I did," asked Hen
hack'ards whilst ye was
goose
H man; toward them both because lie
Ht
up 25c In Cincinnati at
sj.j rfi 5.50;Middle
down thar and give 'etn some candy $5.50'ii6.i5.
so cussed, dunged blue. Hill, old boy, daughter, "would you help my people
weatern reda and
tilid In en reared a tin mulling.
and kiss 'em, und ax 'em won't they California yellow, (5.00(ii 5.60, Chicago.
The door opened suddenly, mid liy it ain't but live days ontel Christina. buck in the hills?"
I 'rala.
Kducate 'em? Yes! Kvery blessed
please surrender!"
Marketa uncertain, but undertone 1m- lleck came slumping in with a gust of A lot o' thetii N'awth Ca'liner Turners
Pale leaned around Ills tree, a great firovcd and pricea trended upward,
their one of 'em."
cold air ut bis back, lle carried in from Tinner's Laurel Is
waa induced by advance in ster
"I'rcely?"
gnarled chestnut, and culled boldly:
one band the mail satchel;
the other kifilolks, the Hulls, und they'll every
ling exchange, crop deterioration from
"Yes !"
"You've got a chance to surrender drouth in Auatralla and big decreaae tu
was his ever present tide. After throw-lu- dadslatted one of 'em git drunk on
Kxporta domeatic
now and you'd certainly better take tlie viaible ailpply.
the satchel tu the Hour ut Hale's white lightiiln' licker fo' Christmas, to Once more Klizabeth Llttleford tried
wheat and f our about 179.0ot.00O buah
decide.
more
und
o'
and
llluck
shore
!"
think
Fayne's
it
on official
eyes
grew
ela
baaed
almoat
they'll
quick
wood
entirely
feet, he turned to the glowing
Adam.
The Mnrclands uin't with ye more hopeful as he watched lier lips.
pricea in Chicago caah
One of those below yelled surprised-ly- : reporta. Cloaing
Move.
2 red winter wheat. 11.2
No.
market:
He became Impatient.
no more, Hill, rickollect; only the
"Who're you?" Then they all No. 2 hard winter wheat, 11.12; No. 2
"I'm dung nit.ii friz, Hill," lie chat"Tell me," he begged.
corn, 52c; No. 2 yellow corn. 68c;
is here now,"
whipped to the other side of their mixed
tered. "My (josh, 1 couldn't be no cohl-t'i- i
No. 2 white oats, 86c. Average price to
Hill Pale rose und stood there starThe girl took up the letter she had
sheltering timber.
riirtuera In central Iowa for No. 2 mixed
what I etn ef I'd ha' clini' the
26Vc; to farmera in central North.
ing ut Hy lleck with eyes so bright Just received from Hill Pale.
The answer came at once: "I'm Bill corn.
lawth pole neck-ed- .
Say, Hill, why'n't that
liakota for No. 1 dark northern wheat.
"As soon as I reud this," she mur
they sparkled.
Dale, and I'm peeved! You're at the Il.oii; to farmers in central Kanaaa for
ye burn coal 'stid o' wood? Igod, It's
2 hard winter wheat, V5c.
"If they enme down on us looking for mured, "J'l tell you, Jimmy. If you
Kor tlie
mercy of the finest hill clan that ever No.
lioller."
week
December wheat ad
be u sort of clan chief, don't mind, please look the other way
looked idling rille barrels; will you vanced Chicago
8 We. cloaing
"t'onl is worth money. Wood Isn't." trouble, I'd
at
II.IO.; Chi
1?" he usked. Without wait- for a minute."
cago December corn up 2c. at 50fcc
surrender, or fight It out?"
hale run through the mull hustlly. wouldn't
December
wheat
up 5 ceuta,
"I
for
mind
Mlnneapolta
mi uuswer:
wouldn't
She tore off one end of the envelope,
"You said It we'll fight It out!" at 81.22; Kanaaa City December wheat
lle threw aside a letter from the Alex- ing
a letter here, flrew out the single sheet and unfolded
I've
that,
got
y'know.
December
81.08;
at
up
Winnipeg
of
'.lack
Held
'on
which
cousin
Adam
a
I
cried
ander Cray
4c,up 3c, at 11.051, Chicago
burly
corporation,
I want you tu put aboard the It.
wheat
.May
Her eyes- - nurroued; her face
look the entire output of the mine at Hy, that
Hall, deceased.
cloaed
at
wheat
May
Chicago
next southbound train that pusses the Hushed, und then became Just u little
Hit extraordinary
on !" growled Hill Pale, corn, 55c; Minneapolla May wheat,
"Y'ou're
figure, and picked up
Yuu've got ubout un pale. Her
Kanaaa
Winni
switch.
ll.Oti;
City
May
wheat,
Halfway
us
she
underllp quivered
a letter which bore the postmark of bin
slipping his rifle out beside the tree. peg May wheat. 81.11hour; can you make It?"
folded the sheet und put It buck Into
lioine city.
aad Meata.
"Give 'em li I, boys!"
l.lrhogKlerk
iiiude in six days, the envelope.
"Kf
was
the
world
pricea declined 10c to
It was from Habe I.lttleford. Since
He wus unused to this sort of thing, 15uChicago
100 Iba. during the week, ileef
It shurely looks like liy Heck
per
hy
tint),
'I
cun't
she
told
marry you, Jimmy,"
lie paid so little attention to the let tern
and he was incautious. He showed a steers advanced 26c with some grades
could make six miles In a hour, don't him.
more,
ilutcher cows and heif
of bin parents, they had reiiies!ed tier
little too much of himself there was up
it?"
ranged from 25c to26c.60c higher; feeder
Without
another
word
arose
she
und
to write to him they wanted him to
10c
Kat lamba and
ateera
to
keen
from
up
a
sudden
below, and
report
The tall lilllman left the Moreland left him. She hastened to the house,
advanced 25c to 75c; feeding
nmo home for Christinas
dinner. Coul
a bullet hole appeared In the rim of yearlinga
ewea
In
not materially
ollice
iamb
and
letter
with
fat
the
conipuny's
hastened upstairs, and weut to tier
Wouldn't he come?
his bat ! John Moreland tired ti e next changed. Nov. 28 Chicago prtcea: Hoga,
one hand, his rllle In the other, und room.
IK.
of
90;
bulk
aalea,
top.
He arose anil paced the ofllce floor
ttj.M t 6H5;
shot, and he broke the right arm of medium and good beef ateera,
tears of Joy In his eyes.
Half an hour luter Mrs. Pale found
for two or three minutes, then lie sat
the man who had Just fired at BUI 10.25: butcher cows snd helfera, $8.26
Hill Pale hud laughed, actually her lying face downward on her bed,
For
1own fit his desk and (lushed off a letO8.00: feeder ateara, S4.S0tfS.gO; light
Dale. This opened the buttle In earnand medium weight veal calvea, $5.60
and beside her lay a crumpled sheet
ter that contained only two sentences. laughed.
est.
fat lamba. $8.754i 10.00; feeding
ffl.00;
"Guns and Hossta, Boys!"
of paper. Mrs. Pale picked up the
t.00
latnoa.
Ity Heck sat beside the stove and
i.nutt.liO: yearling.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Heck put the letter on the train. sheet, straightened it out, and read
Hy
8.60:
ewea, $2.76 ft 4.75,
fat
with
bis
watched
god
thoughtful eyes, The train carried It to Hill Pale's home
strength, rode toward the big,
The trend of eaalern wholeaale freah
in
the
bold
of
her
this,
handwriting
lie understood, lie believed. How any
meat prices waa aharply downward.
hills with Bill Pule acting as its
REALLY GENIAL OLD FRAUD Pork loins,
veal, lamb and mutton dewoman on eurtli could turn flown a city, and the postman carried it to tlie sou :
lender. It was to be the clan's last
Coal King John
Old
mansion
clined $1 to $2 per 100 Iba. lieef genof
am
I
"Helleve
stately
me,
very
appreciative
tnsii like Hill Pule whs utterly beyond
Nov. 23 pricea good
80e
lower.
a
for
a
and
erally
cause,
good
fight
of your Invitation. Hut I am having fight,
lleaf, $12T 14.60; Veal, $14
Mm. Ity lleck wax a ureal deal like H
and every man of It was eager for South Sea Native Proud of Usaless grade meata:
mutton. $1012;
lamb,
with
Christmas
In
14j21:
here
your
mother,
flog. , . .
Knowledge of English and Equally
the fray. . . ,
light pork lolna, $166 19; heavy loins,
my own country."
Useless Fountain Pen.
If Hill would only laugh, It would be
$11417.
BIU Pule bore himself proudly, and
nalrr Produeta.
Rood for lil in. It had been mi long since
he rode like a man born to the sad
Mutter market had weak tone during
CHAPTER XVIII.
a
of
the
constable
lie had heard Hill laugh. Hy lleck denative
waa firmer at cloae. Pro
but
Huaral,
the
week,
a
found
He
a
dle.
queer joy
Joy
holding up well. Storage but
rided that he would make Hill Pale
lonely South Sea atoll, was the only ductfon
that brightened his steel-greeyes one
ter
alowly.
Imports light, but
moving
The Lait Fight.
who made any heavy social de- further offeringa being
made. Cloaing;
laugh.
It was early In the morning, and and flushed his sunburned cheeks, a mands upon nie. He had
92 acore: New l ork. 4.1c: Philaa
made
"Old boy?"
pricea,
Joy that he didn't even attempt to
Koalon.
44c;
HIIJ Pale had Just sent for Hen Llttle-44c;
Chicago, 46c.
Well?"
Journey from I'apeete to San Kruncls- - delphia,
ford. The lilllniau hurried to the of- understand In the thought:
I.IVK
one
on
co
IIKMKH
of
mull
a
STOCK,
stoker
as
"Iio ye want me to tell ye n funny
(he
"For this one day I am a clan chief;
rattle.
llce, for he believed lie knew whut
tale?" drawled lleck. lie barely beard
am lea. hug my own people against boats, nnd wns Immensely proud of
wus In the air. He had already gone
Meager auppllea of atock were re- the few Kngllsh phrases which he had reived
the answer:
"
on the local rattle market. With
In
own
a
my
foe.
country
to work ut the mine, und his thick
"1 guess I don't mind, liy."
demand continuing good an active
And so overwhelmingly did the idea picked up during the voyuge.
reatilted at about ateady valuea.
beard, bis face und bis bands were
Heck's' sympathy made him gulp.
He didn't know the meaning of trade
of
he
bold
him
even
The amitll oflering of alock received
that
take
wished,
black with the dust of coal.
Hut be swallowed the lump that came
them, but thut made no difference. He waa of a very dealrable grade.
for
the
awaited
that
then,
repeater
"Sit flown. Hen," said the penernl
A
of rather choice beef ateera
up in bis throat and hegnn bravely:
him ut his cilice back in the heart of could put on "side" before tlie others, sold load
for $6.26 and other leaa desirable
manager. "We're going to hold a
"One time the' was a feller named
make them believe thujt he Was carry kind sold for $5.60 and $5.70. flood
Ouce
his
mountains.
conscience
the
council of war."
are
odu name. Hill, ain't It? Tloss-tty- '
ing on an Intelligeat conversation. to choice typea of killing ateera
I.iu let.. id took a chair and crossed asked him a question nnd he an "What's
being quoted from $5.75 to sir. 25. and
"Oh. yea." medium
Smith, they called him, 'cause It
the matter?"
swered t with another question. Was
to fair anlmala of thia rlaaa
Ills
legs.
was said 'at lie could easy shoot n
Plain ateera
pHI from $5.25 to $5.75.
he doing that which was right? Might "Never mind," were among his favor- aell
"Is it the Hall outfit?" he drawled.
as low aa $4.78.
tiosstlv tiffen a boss's ear ami never
not the Lltilcfords all be killed by ite expressions unusuuily mild ones.
helfera
fnt
Demand
for
snd good
the
good
answered
"Y'es,"
younger man,
break hide mi the iiulmlle. He was a
It seemed to me, for one who had butcher rows haa held up
very well'for
and forthwith he told the other of the those drunken cutthroats while he been associated with a
cocksome
not been
but
have
time
liellion, too. One lime llossllv. he was
of
aiippliea
com
gang
a
was
waiting for the arrival of
news that Hy lleck had brought him
heavy, lieat helfera aell aa liigh
a Iryin" to Kit iipp'iiitcd the chairman
and he brought . them very
dls- - ney stokers
a
of
militia
from
miles
S4.6H and email killera have Wid ri
pany
city
ik
lie
a
hud
few
not given
flays before;
x
'
r Koine sort o' politics doju's, and on
out apropos of nothing.
high aa $4.75 for fancy ki Ida ir.la vteg.
ant?
the matter really serious consideraIn the. feeder ateer section 'tuotstl r.a
sort
that Mime day In was
He was an exasiieratlng old hypo ranue
the
militia
His
would
fight.
Anyway,
until
that
tion
$4.50 to $fi. Good tu cholca
' titrable
morning. "Now," he clan would do no more than that. He
I couldn't ateera from
heavy. They agreed to
and
a
but
one,
crite,
will aell from $5.60 to Sf and lea
genlul
"I
want to know whether you
liulshed,
wake him the temp'rary chairman, but
aell
dceirwhie
aa low as $4.6-)- ajecordlng
satisfied his conscience quickly.
help replying to gotue of his feint at
think there's any danger?"
tlosstly. he didn't want that. So lie
out of curiosity. to their quality. Hattra.
conversation.
When
Once,
had
reached
the
lower
they
Llttleford tugged at his blackened
bops right up in the middle o' the inert
end of the cleared valley, there came wondering what his reply would e,
Bo far receipts of hoga 'have svr- lienrd and frowned.
Iti', and be hollers out and says:
Id ased nr tty well witsweeks
he mid soberly, "do you to them the sounds of slow firing, the I said, "Huaral, you're the worst
"Hill,"
of
1
thia aeaaon. Though
receota
want
"Teller citizens.' he sins,
in the seventy-twislands, ahmiid
firing of snliMTs. Each man kicked
anrove
it
'a
John
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The Clan Call

Here is How to Take Proper
Care of It

LATEST MARKET

Oklahoma City, Okla. "We used
three bottles of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medioal Discovery for my husband and
it helped ao much did him lota of good,
I freely recommend thia 'Discovery te
anybody that is suffering from a run
down, weakened condition. There is no
doubt it is a great building-u- p medicine."
Mrs. J. Montsno, 732 West F (O. D.)
1
you need a building-u- p tonic, obtain
Dr. Pieros'g Golden Medical Discovery
from your nearest druggist, or write Dr.
Pieree, president Invalids' Hotel in
Buffalo, N. Y, for free medical ad via.
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Bright eyes, a clear skin and a bod
full of youth and health may be
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking
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GOLD MEDAL

i

Little-ford'-

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles, the
anemias of lifs and looks. In us sine
1696. All druggists, tbre sizes.
Lsok for tk faaeia Cold Medal a every boa
aad accept aa iiaitatioa
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Might B on ths To.
"Hurry, girlie."
"I ruu't Bd Just yet. Must do a little durnltig. I have a hole In my
stocking."
"Where It will show?"
nVell, If it Is In the storking It will
show, won't It?" Louisville Courier-Journa- l.

BUYING ASPIRIN
ALWAYS SAY "BAYER"

IN

Look for th

Nam "Bayer" on Tablets, Then You Need
Nsvsr Worry.

I

-

dim-blu- e

tl:

"Rayei Tablets of Aspirin" c.an be
taken safely for Colds, Headache,
Toothache, Kurache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, Joint Pains, Neuri
tis, and I'uln generally.
To get quick relief follow carefully
the safe and proper directions In each
unbroken package of "Bayer Tablets if
Aspirin." This package Is plainly
stamped with the safety "Bayer Cross."
The "Bayer Cross" means the gen
s
uine,
Aspirin prescribed
for over twenty-on- e
by physician
years. Advertisement.
world-famou-

Considerations of Wsioht
"Vond' Casslua has a lean and
hungry look !" declared Caesar.
"Muybe we'd better take a chanc
on lil mi at thut,'' Interrupted Anthony
In a ffilsper. "Vou know, nobody loves
a fat man."
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Cuticura Soap
The
Healthy

Shaving Soap
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Dtx My father was a night editor
on a Greenland newspaper. Bostom
Transcript.
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A man's height In the social world la
estimated by the length of his purse.
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with the most natural Toupee. Charles
Hair & Beauty Htiop, 419 18th St.. Denver
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INFORMATION DIARTMENT
Inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
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Gat Makes Cops Wscp.
Chicago. Strong men wept when
the Chicago police department had Its
first Instruction In the use of a new
tear gas bomb developed by Prof. W.
Lee Lewis of Northwestern Unlver-lty- .
The bomb, about the size of a
basketball, is designed for use In dispersing mobs nnd forcing Into the open
fugitives who seek refuge In barricaded houses.
Crowds Welcome Diaz.
San Francisco. Gen. Armando
of the
Dlar., commander-in-chie- f
Italian forces during the world war,
arrived In Son Francisco for a visit
of three (lays. Crowds lined the streets
to witness Ills arrival. Officers an
men of the Italian cruiser Libia, now
In San Francisco bay. Joined with the
civic and military authorities In wel
coming Gen. Diaz.
Vit-torl-

Many Killed in Bombay Riot.
London. In t lie recent disturbance.-aliomhuy, India, coincident with the
visit of the Prince of Wales, the total
casualties, according to Iteuter's cor
respondent In that city, were thirty
six killed, Including two Europeans,
and l.r0 sent to hospitals suffering
from Injuries. The situation is becoin
lug normul, the correspondent adds,
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Taka Picture of Drunk Papa,
New York. "Mauiinu should take a
picture of papa when he comes home
drunk and hang it in a conspicuous
place where he ran see It when he
wakes up with a parched tongue and
a headache In the morning." This was
the advice given by Magistrate Mortl
mer Brown after he hud listened to
six cases of husbands abusing their
wive while intoxicated. "Young girls
marry drunkards to reform them, but
you can't reform a rummy," the mag'
Istrate said.' "Take a picture of him
when he's drunk, and when he see
bow rotten he looks maybe he will stop
for while.

LESSON TEXT-A- cta
GOLDEN TEXT i am
to preach
the gospel to you that areready
at Rome als.
For 1 am not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ ; for It Is the power of God unto
salvation to everyone thai believeth.
Rom. 1:16. 11
REFERENCE MATERIAL Mark 1:1;
om. 1:8-1PRIMARY TOPIC-- Th
End of Pauls
Journey.
JUNIOR TOPIC-T- he
End of a Long
Journey.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC
Paul Living In Rome.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC
Paul's Ministry In Rome.
--

I. Th

Shipwrecked Crew en Mslita

vv.

Through the storm they lost their
bearings, and when they were safe on
land they learned that the islund was
called Mellta.
L The hospitable reception of the
natives (v. 2). Tbey built a fire and
made them as comfortable as possible
from ue cold and the rain.
2. Paul gathering sticks for a fire (v.
3). This is a fine picture of the world's
greatest preacher and missionary not
above picking up sticks for a tire. The
ability aud disposition to nerve natu
rally lu whatever way is the evidence
of capacity for great commissions.
3. Paul bitten by a venomous ser
pent (v. S). With the sticks that Paul
gathered there was a sereut. Perhaps it had already curled itself up
for Its winter sleep, but when the
warmth of the fire aroused It It darted
at Paul and fixed its fangs upon bis
hand. Tlie native expected to see him
fall down dead, yet lie shook it off,
nothing banned. At first the natives
concluded that he was an escaped
murderer and that this was retributive
Justice being meted out to bim. When
they saw that he was unharmed they
concluded that he was a god.
4. Paul heals Publlus' father vv.
These people are now getting
some return for their kindness. W'.ien
this man of note was heuled others
curtie also and were healed. To this
they responded in appreciation by load
ing them down with necessary supplies.
II. Paul Arrival at Rom (vv.
When Paul landed at Home Christ'
charge to the disciples was fulfilled.
After three months' stay at Mellta,
Puul departs for Home In the ship Alexandria, whose sign was Custor and
Pollux. At Syracuse they were delayed three days, perhaps for favorable winds. At Puteoll he found brethren, at whose request he tarried seven
and at the Three
duys. At
Taverns brethren from Home met bim.
new
From Puteoll the
went before
IV "s coming, nnd so Interested were
the brethren thut they came more
than forty miles to meet him. Tills
greatly encouraged him, for which he
guve God thanks. No one, perhaps,
ever enjoyed more close fellowship
with God, and yet no man ever
more and derived more benefit
from human fellowship than he. Ills
readiness to preach the gospel at
Itome, which he had expressed In the
Epistle to the Romans, written from
Corinth about three years before, was
now realised. He wa
treated with
great leniency at Itome, for he was
allowed to hire a house there and live
alone except that the soldier that r
malned his guard was constantly with
bim. Being chuined to a soldier was
rather irksome, but yet It gave him a
chance to preach to the soldiers which
he could not have had any other way.
He rejoiced In whatever circumstances.
Just so the gospel was preached.
III. Paul' Ministry in Rom (vv,
Applll-Koru-
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Innumerable pretty things iu dress
accessories and house furnishings are
presented in the shops at Christmas
time for women. The only difficulty
to make the right choice among
them. Whoever determines to settle
upon neckwear cannot go wrong; for
no woman ever cries "hold, enough !"
In this matter of dainty accessories.
A vestee and collar of embroidered
swiss, as pictured here, is a thing of
sheer beauty that Is sure to please.
1

Suited to Everyone

on

a.ilnmli

home-mad-

pop that will not foam
dishes that drive one
Hood.

Christ

Pretty Home Gifts
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LAMB

AND

A moderate priced

MUTTON.

Baking Powder of greatest

Those who object to mutton (which
so popular 111 England) do not object to the nicely roasted
Joint or leg of lamb If It
Is properly killed and
cared for. The skin
should always be re'
moved. Po not touch the
meat after handling the
skin. The wool grows on
the skin and the oil from
the wool gives the meat
the objectionable flavor.
Roait Leg of Lamb.
Itub salt, pepper and onion with
fat all over the meat. Place
In a rousting pan and sear tt well in
f
a hot oven. Now odd
cupful
of water, one cupful of tomato or two
sliced fresh ones, one onion and six
or eight peeled potatoes around the
leg of lamb. Itoust In a hot oven and
serve very hot with a gravy made
from the liquor in the pun. Mint
sauce may be served with It If de
sired.
Mutton Stew. Take a neck piece
and put on to cook lu boiling water
with a small onion. Simmer until
tender, then adtl a can of peas, thicken the gravy and serve the 'us and
gravy poured around the meat. Sea
son well with suit and pepper while
cooking.
Mutton en Casserole. Itrown a
pound or less of mutton cut from the
shoulder, cut In serving sized pieces.
When well browned season with suit,
pepper and dredge with flour. Add
one cupful or more of currots, a cupful of peas, one onion and place lu a
casserole to bake for two or three
hours. Serve from the casserole.
Barbecued Lamb. Cut cold ror
lamb In slices and reheat them In the
following sauce: Two tiililcspooufulH
f
of butter,
tulilcspoonful of
cupful of currant
vinegar,
Jelly and
tcusponnful of
mustard. Cook until I lie lamb Is well
heated anil flavored.
Lamb Patties. (irintl meat from
the shoulder, season, form Into small
patties, wrap each In a strip of bacon,
fastening with a toothpick. Fry until
well browned In a hot frying pun and
serve with the pun gravy.

Honestly made.

merit.

IT"1

Honestly sold.

Economical in

Every particle is full
- aJp ' everyway.
of actual leavening value. A full
money's worth.

You save time when your

I

'

use it. Calumet is all baking:
powder. It begins to raise bak- ingS UK Ulauuil uicy sue A uiui
the oven. You don't have to keep

all
"peeping" to see if bakings are
right. You know they are. Calumet is sure never fails. That'
in.
economy. And true economy
cost in use in time.

one-hal-

mas morning. A black kitty that will
stand any annmnt of hard usage Is
very easy to make, requiring only a
pair of silk stocking tops that har
survived the worn-ou- t
feet. Cut off
the worn feet and trim out the anklel
In a curved line to form the ears.
Sew a seam along this line, turn rWit
side out and stuff with cotton to form
the body. Wind the remainder of the
tops with small cord to form the tall
and tie a gay bow of ribbon at the
end. Two white bone buttons make
the eyes and heavy silk Aoks the
mouth and whiskers and Miss Kitty
Is dressed up with a bow at the neck,
The elephant Is made of pray
duvet j n, plush or canton flannel and
cut by a paper pattern. Ills eyes are
shoe buttons, his tusk white cloth.

One trial will prove it and show
you in results why millions of

vot

prefer Calumet

shiewd, thrifty housewive
to all other brands.

The unfailing strength of Calumet

guarantees perfect result. Not only aavea
flour sugaregg, etc, but save Baking
teaupoonful
you
Powder. You use only
use two teaspoonful or mora of many other
brands.
Calumet contain only such ingredient
have been approved officially by the U. S
Food Authorities.

i

vnu

SAVE

aa ATFR IsVLS IT

IS

NOT fttAMT

Quality

TaW-aa- !

jUAWU.

Highest
Awards

one-hal-

aWTMt

nne-tlilr-

one-fourt-h

Here

a gift bag thut may be de
pended on to please anyone who is
fortunate enough to receive it and Is
suited to either men or women. It
will answer many purposes and re
quires only a banket, a length of silk
for the ttp, silk cord for hangers
and small silk roses for trimming, to
make It. In larger sizes It makes an
attractive laundry bag.
1

Gift Ribbons

Anyone who knows how to handle
a paint brush and oil colors or under-

stands the new art of painting with
colored seajing wax can make the
book for telephone number pictured
here. It Is merely a piece of black
oilcloth folded over leaves of white
paper. Small holes punched through
at each end allow a black silk cord to
bind the book and provide for hanging It up at the same time.
A powder box and a rouge box
shown below It are covered with black
lacquer and decorated with colored
sealing wax that Mandates ribbon and
flowers.

Gay Skipping Ropes

riawtBH
CNCA0

came.
The sun
Softly the evenln
from the western hnrlaon
extended
hla golden
Like a magician
wand o'er the landscape.
Twinkling vapors arose, and nky and
water and forest
Seemed all on fire at the touch, and
melted and minified together.
Evangeline.

HAVE YOU NOTICED THIS?
A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz. Some
baking powders come in 12 oz cans instead of 16 oz.
cans. Be sure you get a pound wheri you want it.

WORTH WHILE DI6HES.
After you huve enjoyed Hiibhurd
baked and steamed and
mashed, the following dish will
be worth while

Isn't It th Truth 1
Punishing th Fraction.
Perkins and Ilrown were walking up
Pat caught a youngster stealing bit
AIu in street together.
apples. As he was a persistent ofThere goes an old buddy of mine," fender Pat decided to punish htm, s
Perkins remarked as a man passed.
he laid the boy across his knee.
trying:
"Who Is he?" asked Iirown.
Another youngster who was linngin
S e u f f I
d
"1111 Itrlstow
around said: "IHm't beat him, mister;
poor old Kill!"
Squash. Take a
he' not to blnme."
m e d I u m sized
"Why 'poor old ItlllT
"Well, It's this way," Perkins ex
"Why Isn't he to blame?" asked Pat
Hubbard squash,
"Kolks say he' not all there."
remove the seeds plained. "When the war broke out I
"Well." Mild Patrick, "I can't belt
and the stringy portion ami remove enlisted and Hill got married."
'Yes, go on."
that. I'll just lick what there Is ot
the rind. Place lu a steamer and rook
'Well, can't you see? I got a dis- - Mm."
over boiling water mtll tender, then
mash ami season to taste with salt, fhurge more than two years ago now."
A Great Tactician.
ispper nnd butter. To two rnpfuls
Cutlcura Soap for th Complexion
"Cousin Margaret hides her deafof the mushed squash add gradually
one cupful of cream and when well Nothing better than Cutlcura Soap ness with great tuct." "How?" "She
dally and Ointment now and then a talks all the time." Host on
mixed, the yolks of two
ggs. Mix well, then fob) In the whites needed to make the complexion clear,
i.f the eggs
stiff. Pour Into a scalp clean nnd hands soft and white.
Equal to th Occasion.
itittered baking dish and bake In a Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
"Waiter, If this Is spring chicken
moderate oven until linn. Serve at Cutlcura Talcum, and you hnve the
Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Advertisement where Is the wishbone?"
rmce.
"It was too young to wish, sir."
Bread Sponge Cake. Take one and
Cot Hi Though.
of
sugar,
ciipruls
When daddy ret timed home from A COLD TODAY" DOrfTDElXV
of a cupful of lard or any
work he asked Ituihly what wa the
weet fat, two
one
eggs,
ftturtb of a cupful of sweet milk, two matter with his lip.
"Xtilhin'," he answered, "only John
bread
of
sMni:o, three cupfiils
'npfuls
of flour and one teuspiMHifiU of soda hit ns."
CMila tn24 Hn
"Well, whnt did you do to him that
Adtl spices, raisins and a few nuts If
I
Lfctva
caused him to hit you?" asked father,
'Iked. Mix well and when risen hake.
'
"?
Interested.
.V ,
II
.
,
,
..rl
in
quite
Stuffed Quinces. Peel and core six
"I
"Nothln"," Putldy answered.
quinces and place them in a baking missed him."
W. N.
DENVER, NO.
dish with one cupful each of sugar and
water: Fill the cavities with chopped
nuts and raisins, cover and bake until
tender; set away to cool. Serve with
fortune once
If
Jt
cream.
"My fair face wa
'rijl
If
Golden Fleece. Break In bits and
But ev'rybody knows
melt In a frying pan one-hapound
That since that box of TauItJeaa'cairsm,
of cheese, adding one cupful of cream
My fortune' in my clothe.'
Zi Ji; j
and a dash of cayenne. When smooth
break over this mixture five fresh eggs.
cover for two minutes; whea the white
is set, remove the cover, add salt and
t
the mass briskly with a large
spoon for a few minutes. It will rise
In a yellow foam. Serve on buttered
crackers or toast.
Peanut Butter Fudge. Take two
cupfuls of con feet hmer's sugar, one-hacupful of sweet milk. four table- spoonfuls of pennnt butter; boil five
minutes, stir until It thickens, pour
Into buttered pan and rut In sqnarea.
Halibut Salad. Place flaked halibut
B
(smoked) on a bed of lettuce. Pound
a
the yolk of
egg and three
ttnd haW bracdit contentment snd
and of bocne
sardines to a paste, removing the skin
and their t ami
whs hava
settled
oa ber fUEE liwpeateada or bought
and bones. Mix this paste with boiled
fca
rre pnet-saatabMahed tarnley
ana eerarsd oroaoeritT sod ndeDendeBicaa.
over
dressing or mayonnaise and
la tha arest mrwtMrrvmmm aecttans of the prana
the fish. Garnish with overlapping
ammo there ta auU to be had m aaay kfM
slices of lemon.
Ftrtas Land at S 15 tfl $30 ai Asra
Wd similar to that which throastt snsuv yrar
baskets ot shcat
aWrraeMctfnaa20tn)3
tbe acre oata. barter ana naz also Is area
cartas, ansa, a
abtmdance, wtule raisin
as boajs a equally arofatabie Htaaareosaf lata- era la Western Canada bsaa rajsed cams ss s sinew
aanrlh saora thaa the whole east of thear
Bringing Hubby Heme.
Healthful climate, good newhbora. eh Urdus.
When motor car also are run by
tdeohatie. exceoent BDSrset aaas
aMpptna facilities. Tbe climate and soil oner
radio rays from afar, the tired business
biduceiaeisa for shnoat every braack of
man who has planned a little relaxawncaaare. Tbe sd.msnira for
lift
ing Joy ride may be astonished to find
Dasryta!;, Mixed Fartstiaf;
aa Stock Rataiwc
himself being propelled rapidly home
ta in Juaaiwwa see- - 1
aaseestuuiijdiiuspseal
directed by his
by the super-wav- e
tlia waSiMis t mutavn ibeg
f'aafsat
ittaaatoaaapaT BtnWPJarPa, MBpS,
tf
guardian better half. Chicago New.
iipiash,

well-beate- n

).

with the loading
He did not. as
usual, wait for the Sabbath day to
speak to the Jews. He only allowed
one day for rest. His object was to
have a fair understanding with them,
When they came he endeavored to
conciliate them. He told them that,
though he came as a prisoner, he was
not a criminal.
Though his owa
countrymen bad so sought his life, he
did not come with an accusation
against them. The result of this Inter
view wa that the Jew cautiously
took neutral ground, but expressed a
desire to hear what Paul could say in
defense of a sect which wa every
where spoken against. The fact that
this sect wa spoken against Is no evl
dence that it was wrong. Many times
a thing may be wrong In men's minds.
because their judgments are biased. If
thing i right in the sight of God it
matters not what men think about it
2. Paul expounding the kingdom of
God and persuading concerning Jesus
He pointed out a real
(vv.
kingdom the Messianic Kingdom with
Jesus as the King. The Kingdom to
Paul meant a definite reign of a definite person, not simply an Improved
state of society. This he showed from
the Scripture. He weut through the
Old Testament, carefully showing this
to be in harmony with the teaching of
the law and the prophets. This was
the method his Master had used (Luke
24:27).
exposition lasted from
morning' till 'evening a rather long
sermon.

8?l

e

from home.

MORE

that are due to arrive

homo-mad-

putty and lead.
wlnea that rack the

e

Home-ma- d

r

r'

home-mad-

bead,

1. His conference
vv.
Jews

I-

three-fuijrth-

Each year brings in new saxhes,
and a long list of
girdles, hair-boother belongings to replace those that
nave had their bright day and passed
with the year. Two ribbon girdles, as
pictured here, make charming gifts.
One of them is made of narrow satin
llbbon bordered with a tinsel riblmn
A skipping rope Is a Joy to the
and decorated with ribbon flower.
r
little
sturdy
girl, especially
Tbe other is a wide ash of
when It has Nannette and Rlntlntln for
satin ribbon with loops at each side handles.
They are painted a deep
tnd a knot at the back.
pink with faces, hair, neckties and
buttons of bluck paint. By substitut
ing clothespins for these bandies und
tacking the rope to them It Is easy to
make this treasure of childhood at
out-doo-

two-tone- d

A Merry Clown Doll

home.

Handy Gifts for Men

well-beate-

Thi merry gentleman Is one ot
nany dolls that may be made of discarded ribbed underwear or stock
ings. ITls head is made of a piece of
mhlt or pink ribbed stocking and hi
face painted with black and red paint.
For the rest of him two color are
used and be 1 stuffed with cotton and
ha a white ruffle about his seek.

Balls

Pop-Cor- n

molases
Make some
xndy and just before taking from the
n
to thicken
Are stir In enough
It After stirring the mixture for a
minute set the kettle at the side of
the stove, take the mixture from It
by the large spoonful and lay each on
greased paper or a greased tin. As
It hardens roll each spoonful Into
ball, greasing the hands well first,
anil roll each ban over and over in
pop-cor-

inuii, young or olii, will aprack to place
preciate a
within easy reach of bis dressing
case.
Tbe tie rack require
an
oblong or oval board, smoothly covered with cretonne and a small nickel
towel rack, which Is screwed to the
front of It It la suspended by a silk
cord fastened at the back with screw
g

eye.
freshly-poppe- d

corn until this c ie
Wrap In
The Delineator.

to adhere to the surface.
waxed paper.
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Health andVsalth

hard-cooke- d

m

tur

Soap Saver.
Save all the scraps of toilet and
Ivory soap and when you have a pint
or more put them into a granite pan
with half a cupful of water and melt
The Latin Quarter af Pari.
slowly. Then add an equal quantity
Tbe Latin quarter of Pari lies on
of coarse yellow cornmeal and when
well beaten together mold Into cake. the south side of the Seine. It la the
I center of Institution
of learning, and
i. toe
mion Iir th
of
I '" ,bl
whitening the hands.
I students who
study la Paris.

vhm.

I

lfW

lf

x

$14,-00-

Hand-Mad-

tniin.

fcvaalars

A heavy compound of

28:1-3- 1.

Girl Robbed of Clothe.
Parsons, Kan. Robebrs staged an
unusual holdup here when two girls
were stopped by two men, forced to
take off their new fall suits, even to
silk hose and shoes. The girls were
kept subdued by pistols, which the
men kept trained on them. They went
to their home barefoot and scantily
clad. The girls refused to tell the po
lice about 'It, because they believed
they would be disgraced. The robbers
did not offer to molest them
Cops Pay for Promotion.
New York. Alleged efforts of
eighteen patrolmen to buy sergeantcie
In the police force through a saloon
keeper who professed to be able to
bring about their promotion were testified to by Patrolman Joseph Toomey
at hearing before David
commissioner of accounts. Patrolman
Toomey said he collected in all $2(1.500
from eighteen men, which he turned
ever last August to a saloonkeeper
named Michael J. Burke He said
For
Burke had since disappeared and was
and self-po-s
For
to
have gone to Ireland.
thought
session, for the renewal of our purpose
In life, for a fair estimate of its
various interests, for calmness and
Pays Big Sum for Water.
Paterson, N. I. Ferdinand Ella Is strength of mind; we need to rise at
the owner of twenty-sibarrels of In- times above the way of this world,
and to remember what we are, whom
sipid water, for which he confidingly we serve, whither we are caned. And
'paid f 14.000 to three men. Ella told tt Is In this that the right use of
the police he had been permitted to se- Sunday may help us far more than we
lect a barrel, to bore his own hole, to fancy. For It is by quiet thought In
insert a rubber tube and to sample the realization of God' presence, and
what ran out He did not learn until by prayer and worship, that we must
the trio had disappeared with his
0
regain and deepen this remembrance;
that one of them had connected It I by the Holy Eucharist that God
ever ready to bear It Into our
the tube up with a rubber bag beneath
hearts, and make It tell on all our
his coat which contained real liquor.
sn.-Fra- ncis
Paget.
d,

1W21.

Who hath not met with
bread,

rH"
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PAUL IN MELITA AND ROME.

Unw, rale.
SPlTEST

lit,

(OtTKK AND
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Dainty Accessories

Cepjrrlgkt. AMI. Western Newspaper Unloa.

KITCHEN

unlCABINETt

D..

D.

Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
diois institute or Chicago.)

Eastmaji Kodak. Camera. Film and
Photographic Supplies.
Mall order solicited. Catalog- - free.
FORD'S,

P. B. F1TZWATER.

Winsome Holiday Gifts
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WHOLE FAMILY GAGGED

CAPITAL CITY NOTES
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CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

FOR CHRISTMAS

'

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES

Fi.cher-W.lU-

Wedding

There
of than a

nothing more appropriate
month
Mr. and Mrs. Adolf J. Fischer, of throuKhcv.it giftthe which, every a
pleasbrings
year,
this
Here and There Over the State
General and Personal
city, and Mr. Ernest E. Walker, ant reminder of the donor. For this
living abnut 7 miles south west of
of Chicago, were married at the
THE OPEN ROAD has not
purpose
kov. was bound and gauged Satur- bride's home on Washington avenue.
..iuh, and their home ransacked
Wednesday, at 6 o'clock. Rev. Col-- , w efl recommended. Dr. Charles W.
lirmnr
'.nil
nf
urirtli
illHUlim
Operations of the gang of pick- .loli-n.
District Attorney Fred Nicholas of
Inis of the First Presbyterian church ?.;iiot- President F.inoritus of Harvard
People are always talking of peri-- ' Cleared $400 From Dinner
I
on
of
week
last
everance and courage and fortitude
dinner which officiated. The ceremony which was Cniversitv and noted
the
Tuesday
hauksgivuiLf
Jllagdalena, and Mrs. Nicholas, were pockets who
inline- -'
Sheriff
notified
educator, says:
was
ladw
pivey
clothes
of
but
worthias
St.
and
ii
the
the finet
given Thursday at
visitors in the Capital City Saiurday. went through the
Anthony's w itnessed by the immediate relatives
"The Open Road will be found to be
also the prohibition Director eit patience
ies who belong to the physical train- - diat.-id
of fortitude and the rarest,! orphanage at Albuquerque was a
a few intimate friends was perf-to- excellent
part
for
the
whole family
Coun
Al
limine
of
roue and a score
at
reading
lu iw.lni inair.ietpd
..i.e
For patience lies at the root of;plcte success. The sum of $400 wasjornied in the living room; The large circle, round
Mr. and Mrv John Saruent. of
in winter or
the
i
aim j c'l'.rai oiuceis nae i;een ai all
F.l Rito, were visitors during the week. liv members of Troon I), at the Ar
as well as of all powers. cleared, and the money w ill be used bay w indow was converted into a on the screened open fire
pleasure
.work on the case all week.
piazza in summer. All
small
several
IK
secured
food
the
'and
and
to
at
for
the
of
were
ferns
bower
mory
registered
and
buy
clothing
friant
They
flowers,
sorts of American families will find it
Mr. Henry (iarzina and son l'ctc
emmren ot tnc orplianage.
Hotel.
- wholesome and
vellQW
chrysanthemums L predommatstimulating reading."
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,Mt" 1,1
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With its clean, stirring fiction, its
large
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:.10,
lu their home about
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i
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Orr n I. "
left
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Mr. and Mi- : most attractive
ui
ine
iorm
oi
orpnans
irom
articles
on a wide variety
fascinating
were met at the gate lead- took place at the Presbyterian church silowe, :ven for
bv the niinilsajauu
the center of the arch completed the of subjects, its fine illustrations and
Wiilncsday on a motor trip b Zutii. Staplin took a shot at one of the "'11!1intotlicy
atP
to get
home
and
ordered
their
d
wh
noon
Misi
in,
the
at
T,
for
back
came
hi,h
who
the
to
effective decorative scheme.
city inlruders
Miss tractive appearance, it is a
Tiny eNpeet to return
..I the car and march to a canon MarJorll. Gnssett
magazine
out
to
was
married
hon-"haul.
week.
of
of
frmts
nest
McBride
second
vesrefihles
the firt
the maid of
truck
Evelyn
would like to receive as a gift
a
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1 J' J- Boniface of Santa Fe.
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bouquet
Ophelia
Get THE OPEN ROAD for the
II.. i...
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SEVEN PARDONS
been out in the woods for a week;
w?s.
Mav, November 2.1. The sisters and the roses and preceded the bride. Mis whole family so that you all may eni
number vent lu.sscU 1)y ony
robbers 0 or 7 m
a ftw lnt,niate friends. orpiians were delighgted
AND REVOKES ONE
or more deer hunting, have returned.
with the Fischer was charming in her wed- joy it!
d
During the ceremony Mrs. Harry t;11r)ni. of th nenemns sebnr.1 ebilH ding robe of embroidered georgette
tame.
lii in ii s tlie
THE OPEN ROAD
and So- - liowman sanK "At IJawning ny can- - reI1 and
Pardons and conditional pardons children, Kflie, Joe, Mararut
thanks, esoecial- - over canton crepe with a long tulle F?nter
tEe Mendel- "tach rT who
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your subscription at this office
of the recent base been granted by Gov. Mcrhcm! Phia were awaiting the return coheir
veil held in place by Orange blosMoving pictures
totU
brother and lather.
hey
S((hn wcddjng march.
,
soms and pearls.
Santa Ke Fiesta, Burton Holmes tra- - to three inmates of the penitentiary on
She entered the It will be forwarded immediately to
idpa
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fiss.
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first
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room on the arm of her father and
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u i,.u- Pessie J. Fitcber. Attorney General'
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was followed by Mrs. Fischer and 248 P.oylston Street
time at the Onate theatre this week. Simmons, of Grant count v. received imn.cm.ncyrobbers
Boston 17, M)s,
break
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proceeded
:a complete pardon, while
Soc1',T.Eve",
H. Bowman of Santa Fe was best
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A number
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Mr.
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and
grandfather.
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he bride wore a very handsome t.er
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